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I. BACKGROUND

This study was designed to investigate ihe nature of language proficiency

and its cross-lingual dimensions. The background context of the study is ihe

ongoing debate about the rationale fot;bilingual education in the United States

and the appropriacy of present procedures for assessing language proficiency

among minority students for entryand exit purposes.

LangUage Proficiency and the Rationale for Bilin Ual Education

It is frequently argued in opposition to bilingual education in the United

States that if language minority students are deficient in English they they

need intensive pistruction in Enlish.r Attempting to remedy English language

deficiencies through instruction in students' first language (L1) appears counter-

intuitive to many policy-makers and educators. The implicit theoretical assumption

underlying this position has been labelled the "Separate Underlying Proficiency"

(S1JP)4model of bilingualism, in that proficiency in Ll and L2 are assumed to

separate (Cummins, 1981a). This position is contrasted with the "Common Underlying

Proficiency (CUP) model of bilingualism in which cognitive/academic aspects of Ll

and L2 proficiency are assumed to be interdependent, i.e. strongly related to one

another. The implication for bilingual education is that if Ll and L2 proficiency

are manifestations of a common underlying proficiency, then instruction in either

language is, theoretically, capable of promoting the proficiency underlying academic

skills in both languages.
\

Ai

Cummins (1981a) has reviewed data from five areas which are consistent

with the interdependence bypothesis. These areas are 1. evaluations of bilingual

education programs; 2. studies relating age to L2 aCquisition; 3. investigations



of the use of LI in the home context when L2 is the language of schooling;

4. correlational studies of die relationship between LI and L2; 5. experithental

studies of bilingual information processing.

The present study was designed to investigate the interdependence hypothesis

among Japanese and Vietnamese immigrant students in Toronto, Canada. According

to the interdependence hyPothesis older immigrant students whose Ll cognitive/

academic prOficiency is better developed on arrival in Canada,will acquire

English cognitive/academic skills more rapidly than younger immigrant students.

ThUs, we examined how rapidly different aspects of English coMmunicative and

cognitive/academic proficiency were acquired by Japanese and Vietnamese immigrant

students as a function of their.level of Ll proficiency and age on arrival in

Canada. The use of Japanese and Vietnamese immigrant students provides a stringent

test of the. interdependence hypothesis because of the considerable-differences

between English and these two languages. Also, the generalizability of the
/-

hypothesis is tested by the use of twp groups of students with very different

background characteristics, namely, upp-rtmiddle class Japanese students and

Vietnamese refugee students.

Thus, although the study does *not investigate bilingual education directly,

it does test a ,hypothesis which is central to the rationale for bilingual education.

The study is also directly relevant to current issues in language proficiency

assessMent in bilingual education. In order to understand these issues the

relationship betweedlanguage proficiency and.acadeMic achievement must be

considered in some detail.



Language Proficiency and Academic Achievement

.It has been argued (Cummins, 1981a, 1982) that a major reason for the

.

confused state of the art of language proficiency assessment in bilingual

programs (and indeed for the confusion surrounding the rationale for bilingual

education) stems from the failure to develop an adequate theoretical .framework

. for relating language proficiency to academic achievement. Without such a

theoretical framework it is impossible either to develop rational entry and

,exit criteria for bilingual programs or to design testing procedures lo assess

these criteria. The consequences of the present theoretical vacuum are aPparent

from a brief survey of assessment issues in bilingual education.

A cursory examination of the many tests of language proficiency and dominance

currently available for assessing bilingual students (Sea, DeAvila & Duncan,

1978;_ Dieterich, ,Freemanend Crandell, 1979) reveals enormous variation in what

they purport to measure. Of the 44 tests examined by DeAvila and Duncan (1978),

only four included a measure of phoneme production, 43 claimed to measure various

levels of lexical ability, 34 included items assessing oral syntax comprehension

and nine attempted to assess pragmatic aspects of language.

This variation in language tests is not surprising in view of the lack, of

consensus as to the nature of language proficiency or "communicative competence"

For example, Hernandez-Chavez, Burt and Dulay (1978) have ouilined,a model of

langua\ge proficiency comprising 64 separate components, each of which, hypothe-

tically at least, is independently measurable. By contrast, 011er and Perkins

(1980\ have argued that

- 3



"a single factor of global language proficiency seems to
account for the lion's share of variance in a wide

variety of educational tests including nonverbal and

verbal IQ measures, achievement batteries,' and even
personality inventories and affective measures...

the results to date are...preponderantly in favor
of the assumpticin that language skill pervades every

area of the school curriculum even more strongly

than was everthought by curriculum writers'or testers"

(p.1).

This global dimension is not-regarded by 011et (1981) as the only

significant factor in language proficiency, but the amount of.additional

variance accounted for by other factors is relatively modest.

The considerable evidence that 011er and his colleagues (e.g. 011er

& Streiff, in press) have assembled to show that academic and cog-

nitive variables are strongly related to at least some measures of all

four general language skills (listening, speaking, readitig, and writing)

raises an important issue for the assessment of entry and exit criteria

in bilingual programs: to what extent should measures of language

proficiency be related to measures of academic achievement? In other

words, to what extent does the construct of language proficiency overlap

with the constructs of "intelligence" and academic achievement.?

This theoretical question has rarely been asked; instead, researchers

have either asked only the empirical question of how language proficiency

is related to achievement (often expressed in terms of the relation

betwe01 "oral language" and reading).or else ignored the issue entirely,

presumably because they do not consider it relevant to language proficiency

assessment in bilingual education. However, the theoretical issue



cannot be avoided. The relationship of language proficiency to

acidemic achievement must be considered in view of the fact that a

central purpose in assessing minority'studente language dominance

patterns is to asslgn students to classes taught through the language in

which it is assumed they are most capable of learning, and in which

they will most readily acquire academic skills. If meaiures of language

proficiency bear no relationship to students' acquisition of academic

skills their relevance in the context of entry and exit criteria is open

to question. This issue requires theoretical resolution rather than empirical

because some language measures Correlate highly with achievement while others

show a negligible relationship (Rosansky, in press; Ulibarri, Spencer & Rivas,

1981); without a theoretical framework within which language

proficiency can be related to the development of academic skills there
,

is no basis forchoosing between alternative tests which are clearly

measuring very different things under the guise of "language proficiency''.

Essentially, what is at issue are the criteria to be used in deter-

mining the validity of language proficiency measures in the specific

context of bilingual education. Whether we are talking about content.,

criterion-related, construct, face, or ecological validity, our procedures

for determining validity are always based on a theory regarding the .

nature of the phenomenod being measured. In many cases, however, this

theory has remained implicit in language test development for bilingual

students and, where the theory has been made expl4cit, the construct

of language proficiency has usually been regarded as independent of the

constructs of intellectual and academic abilities.



ThUs,'it' is rePorted (see. Oakland 1977, p. 199) that On the

Basic Latiguage Competence Batten+ there is little or o increase in

N4,

scores across the elementary grades among native speakers. This is

interpreted as evidence-for the tonstruct validity of the battery in

that it is indeed Measuring "language knowledge" rather than intellectual

abilities or educational achievement. In arguing against "language

deficit" theories,.many sociolinguists (e.g. labov, 197 ii Shuy, 1977)r. 1 /

have similarly esserted that language proficiency'is independent of

cognitive and academic performance. Shuy (1977, p.5), for example,

states that "rather compelling evidence rejectt every claim made by those

who attempt,whow linguistic correlates of cognitive deficit".

One apparent implication of the theoretical poSition that "language

proficiency" is independent of intellectual abilities and academic

achievement is that language measures such as the integrative tests

(e.g. oral cloze, dictation, elicited imitation) Used in the researCh

of 011er and others (sed 011er & Perkinso 1980; 011er & Streiff, in

press) would have to be rejected as imvalid to asiess tlae construct

of "language proficiency" because of their strong relationships to

achievement and Ig.

.

Many theorists would regard any form of contrived test'situation

as inadequate to assess language proficiency arguing instead for

procedures which assess ahildren's language in naturally-occurring

communicatiVe situations (e.g. Cazden, Bond, Epstiin, Matz, & Savignon,'

1977; Dieterich et al., 1979). For example, Dieterich et al. argue

,



in relation to an elicited imitation teak that %t mirrors no real speech

situation and is thus of questionable validity in assessing proficiency"

(1977, p. 541)..

,

Although'the requtrement that profipiency Measures reflect "natually-

occurring speech situatioris Is a basid principle of validity for many

theogsts, few pursue the issue to inquire Whether or not the communicative

demands Of natural face-to-face Situations are identical to the communi-

catiye demtis.of classro m situations. In classrooms, stvdents4 opportunity

to negotiate meaning. with tie interlocutor (teacher) is considerablY re-

duced as a redijilt of sharing him or her with about 25-30 other students and there

is considerable emphasis on developing proficiency in processing written

text where the meaning is supported largely by linguistic cues rather

'than the richeereal-lifecues of face-touface communication.

represents a centre/ component of the theoretical framework within whiCh the.

present study was conducted.

"

A Theoretical Framework

Many educators assume that because students can cope adequately

with the communicative demands of face-to-face situations and may appear

quite fluent in English, therefore their English proficiency is sufficiently

well-developed to cope With the communicative demands of the regular English-

only curriculum on an equal basis with native English-Speaking students.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that this logic is

7



false. Bilingual programs which have been successful in developing

a high level of English academic skills in language minority students

have usually maintained instruction-in Ll throughout-elemeatary_school.

Usually it is only in the latter grades of elementary school that

students approach grade norms in English reading skills (see Cummins,

1981ifor a review). In a'similar way, it has been shown (Cummins,

1981b) that it took immigrant students who arrived in Canada after

the age of six, 5-7 years on the average, to approach grade norms in

acadeMically-related aspects of English prOficiency. Thus it clearly

takes considerably longer for'sjanguage minority studerits.to develop

age-appropriate academic skills in English than it does to develop

certain aspects of age-appropriate English face-to-face communicative

skills. It follows that students exited on the basis of teacher judge-

ments or language tests which primarily assess face-to-face communicative

skills are likely to experience considerable academic difficulty in

an English-only program,and many will manifest the well-documented

pattern of cumulative deficits.

The need to distingUish between rapidly acquired aspects of face-to-

face communicative proficiency and those aspects of proficiency required to

meet academic demands was initially expressed in terms of a distinction

between "basic interpersonal communicative skills" (BICS) and "cognitive-

academic.,language proficiency" (CALP) (Cummins, 1979). This distinction'

was later integrated into a more comprehensive framework (Cummins 1981a,

1982, Swain in presS) which wad designed to allow the developmental

- 8
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relationships between academic performance and communicative proficiency in

both Ll and L2 to be considered.

The framework presented in Figure 1 proposes that in the context of

bilingual-education in the United States communicative dr language proficiencyi
, _

canbe concepta-].-izeda1ang _two continuums. First is a continuum re-
__

lating to the range of contextual support available for expressing or

receiving meaning. The extremes of this continuum are described in terms

of "context-embedded" versus "context-reduced" communication. They are

distinguished by the fact that in context-embedded communication the part-

icipants can actively negotiate meaning (t.g. by providing feedback that

the message has not been understood) and the language is..supported by

a wide range of meaningful paralinguistic and situational cues;

context-reduced communication, On the other.hand relies primarily (or

At the extreme of the oontinuum, exclusively) on linguistic cues to

meaning and may in some cases inimlve suspending knowledge of the "real

world in order to interpret (or manipulate) the logic of the communication

appropriately.

The vertical continuum is intended to address the developmental .

aspects of communicative proficiency in terms of the degree of active

cognitive involvement in the task or activity. Cognitive involvement can

be conceptualized in terms of the amount of information that must be

processed simultaneously or in close succession by the individual in

order to carry out the activity.

-9
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The upper part of the vertical continuum consists of communicative

tasks and activities in which the linguistic tools have become largely

automatized (mastered) and thus require little active cognitive involvement

for appropriate performance. At the lower end of the continuum are

tasks and activities in which the communicative tools have not become

automatized and thus -require active cognitive involvement. Persuaiing_

another individual that your point of view rather than her/his is correct,

or_wri.ting an essay on a complex theme are examples of such activities.

In these situatio , it is necessary to stretch one's linguistic

resources (i.e. gi'ammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse and strategic

competencies) to the limit in order to achieve one's communicative goals.

Obviously, cognitive involvement, in the sense of amount of information

processing, can be just as intense in context-embedded as in context-

reduced activities.

As mastery is developed, specific linguistic tasks and skills travel

from the boototitowards the top of the vertical continuum. In other words,

there tends to be a high level of cognitive involyement in task or activity

performance until mastery has been achieved or, alternatively, until a

plateau level at less than mastery levels has been reached (e.g. L2

pronunciation in many adult immigrants, "fossilization" of certain

grammatical features among French immersion students, etc.).
Thus,

learning the phonology and syntax of Ll, for example, requires consider-
,.

able cognitive involvement for the two and three year old child; and there

fore these tasks would be placed in quadrant B (context-embedded, cognitively

demanding). However, as mastery of these skills develops, tasks

involving them would move from quadrant B to quadrant A since performance

becomes increasingly automatized and cognitively undemanding. In a second

language context the same type of developmental progression occurs.,

1.1



In terms of this framework, the relevant issues for the present study

are: 1. What is the relationship between context-reduced aspect& of Ll and L2?

2. To what extent can context-reduced aspects of communicative proficiency

be distinguished from context-embedded aspects in both Ll and L2? 3. TO what

extent are the acquisition- of Context-reduced and context-embedded---profi-encies

among immigrant students determined bydifferent sets of factors?1

It remains to review previous investigations of the reiiii6nSlftipa

between Ll proficiency, age on arrival and acquisition of L2 among imm4grant

students.

Age, Ll Proficiency and L2 Acquisition

Recent reviews of research on the relationship between age and L2 acquisition

support the interdependence hypothesis insofar as older learners, who are more

cognitively.mature and whose Ll proficiency is better developed, appear to

acquire cognitively-demanding
aspects of L2 proficiency more rapidly than younger

learners (Cummins, 1981b; Ekstrand, 1978; Genesee, 1978; Krashen, Long & Scarcella,

1979). The only areas where research suggests older learners may not have aft

advantage are Accent (Oyama, 1976). and free oral production (Ekstrand, 1978)

Which; significantly, appear to be among the least cognitively..demanding aspects

of both LI and L2 proficiency. In terms of the model presented in Figure 1,

we would expect-the advantage of older learners to be especially apparent in

context-reduced aspects of L2 proficiency, because of their greater amount of

,experience in processing
context-reduced aspects of Ll. The extent of the advantage

associated with age can be seen from the findings of a reanalysis of data from

7 12 - 18



the Toronto Board of Education involving over 1200 immigrant students

(Cummins, 1981b). It was possible to make 90 comparisons between oldersand

younger L2 learners on context-reduced cognitively-demanding aspects of L2 N

and in-89 of these older-Iearners performed better.

Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa (1976) also report that among Finnish immi-

grant children in Sweden, the extent to which Ll academic Skills had been

developed prior to contact with Swedish was significantly related to how well

Swedish academic skills were developed. Children who migrated at age 10-12

maintained a level of Finnish close to Finnish students in Finland and

achieved Swedish language skil comparable to those' of'Swedes. By contrast,

children who migrated at younger age levels or who were born in Sweden tended

to reach a developmental plateau at a low level in both Finnish and Stlish

academic proficiency.

Consistentwith the Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa findings, there is con-

siderable anecdotal evidence that immigrant students from Mexico fare better

educationally than native-born Mexican Americans. Troike (1978), foi example,

stated that "it is a common experience that ... children who immigrate to the

United States after grade six ... rather quickly acquire English-and sobn out-

.
perform Chicano students who have been in the United States schools since

grade one" (p.21). Based on a survey of school personnel in four southwestern 4

states, Carter (1970) similarily reported that many teachers and administrators

believed that older immigrant students achieved better than-native-born Chicano

students.



In a study involving 91 limited English proficient students, Connor (1981) .

reported that present grade level was the best predictor of En6lish reading

skills. Grade level was interpreted to include the age of the students as well.

as Ll reacting-skills-acqu re pr r-to-immigration-or in non-ESL classes.

Length of residence was not found to exert a significant effect in this study,

a finding which was attributed to the rapid progress of recently-arrived

Vietnamese students in comparison to the relatively slower progress of Spanish-
__

background students whose length of residence was longer.

Nomoto (1966) conducted a questionnaire survey on 125 Japanese

dhildren residing in London, England. Parents were asked to give subjective'

evaluations of their children's competence in both Japanese and English in six

areas of language skills: speaking, hearing, reading, writing, counting and

thinking. Nomoto tried to determine the relevance of the children's age on
. _

arrival, length of residence, and home-language use .on English and Japanese.

Some of his findings were: (a) Reading and writing skills in Japanese rapidly

drop as children's period of residence becomes longer; (b) Among the six areas,

counting shows most clearly the shift of language compet6Ice from Ll (Japanese)

to L2 (English). For the children who have already reached the age of eight

before, extensive exposure to L2, counting remains as the strongest area in

Japanese, whereas for the children who were below eight at the time of entry,

counting-is the weakest of the Japanese language areas; (c) Children's L2 becomes

stronger than Ll when their period of stay extends longer than 2N years;

(d) Japanese parents on the whole eaaily lose control over their children's

home language. Whed they remain in London more than 21/2 years,'50% of the.children

use L2 even with parents and 69% of them use L2 atong brothers and sisters.

- 14 -



As for the arrival age, a child who is older than 'ten is the least affected

in terms.of Japanese retention but for the school child who is less than six

on arrival, the degree of retention of Japanese as home language is less than

50%. These findings are conststentwith 8kutnabbKangas_ and Toukomaa (1976)

in suggesting that age on arrival is related to Ll retention and development.

A recent study of adult-Hmong-refugees in South East Asian catps in whiCh

it was possible to separate the effects -(31-12- literacy an -p-reNioustotualL__
0

education oh the.learning of English in a formal classroom setting also Supports

the interdependence hypothesis (Robson, 1981). It was found that both previous

formal education and literacy in Huang independently predicted progredS in

learning English. Studentg'Who had neither Ll literacy nor formal-education

learned little oi no English (oral or written) from the formal classroom

experience.

In summary, the research data suggest that the acquisition of L2 cognitive/

academic skills is partially a function of Ll Cognitive/academic skills, as

predicted by the interdependence hypothesis. However, although the interdependence

Nhypothesis has been udeful in interpreting previous findings on a post hoc basis,

the present study is the first formal test of the hypothesis.

The specific research issues to which the study was addressed are summarized

below:

1. To what extent it the acquisition of L2,cognitive/academic
proficiency a function of immigrant students' Ll cognitive/
academic proficiency on arrival in Canada?

2. What is the relationship beween level of Ll proficiency

.on arrival and continued devi opment of Ll? 2.1



3. How are academic aspects of Ll and L2 communicative proficiency

related to other dimensions of communicative proficiency?

4. What is the influence of'different background (e.g. personality
characteristics, parental education) and behavioral (e.g. language

use patterns) variables on the acquisition of English proficiency

and maintenance of Ll profici:ency?

Our investigation of the interdependence hypothesis (question 1) differed

in important respects from our investigation of the latter three questions

insofar as we attemped to formally test predictions derived from the inter-

dependence hypothesis whereas our approach to the other issues was essentially

exploratory; in other words, for these issues our aim was to generate, rather

than formally test hypotheses.,

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Subjects,

(a) Japanese Sample. All parents of children in the Japanese sample were

"temporary residents" who were in Canada for job-related reasons and who

intended eventually to return to Japan. Thus, there was a high degree of

motivation to maintain and develop childferigJapanes-e--p-roliciency. Parents

were generally conscious of the reentry problem their.children faced upon

return to Japan where many of the. well-established schools require extremely

competitive entrance examinations prior.to grades
2

1, 7 and 11.

Children Were attending grades 2 and 3 and grades 5 and 7 of the School'

of SUpplementary Japanese Stuaies in Toronto. The school is intended for

temporary residents .and attempts to cover the Japanese curriculum in just one

day a week (Saturdays.9 a.m. - 2.35 0.m.). Naturally, in order to meet this



aim a considerable amount of homework is prescribed. Detailed information

about the characteristics of the Japanese families was obtained by means of,

the parent interview and is described in Appendices 1; 6 and 7.

The original sample of 91 students represented all the grades 2,3,5 and 6

students whose parents consented to allow them to participate in the study.

Permission to participate was facilitated by the fact that the study addressed

,an issue which was of concern to parents and many were-aware-of Professor

-Nakajima's close contacts with the school and with the Toranto Japanese community

in general. The group-administered English and Japanese academic language
;

proficiency measures were given to this original sample.. From this sample

59 (32 male, 27 female) were administered the individual English academic

measures and Japanese and English interviews. The subsample was selected in

such a way that LOR and sex distributions would be as similar as possible in

,older and younger groups.

(b) Vietnamese Sample. School district records had suggested that there was

an adequate number of Vietnamese LI students enrolled, in the district for our

purposes. However, when we began to interview students we discovered that

although Vietnamese was their dominant language (as a result of schooling)

and had been entered as "first language" in the school board computer,-for,

many students Cantonese was their Ll. Thus, odr potential sample dwindled

\
and we eventually testecl -only 45 students, 33 male and 12 female. It was

possible to administer the English individual interview to 39 of these students.



All the Vietnamese students 4n the sample were recent arrivals, the range

being 5 - 22 months. The median age of the sample was 158 months with a range

of 110-208 months. We chose students between the ages of 9.and 17 years

because we wanted to ensure that our sample had reCeived some education in

Vietnamese. Because of the fact that refugees often spent considerable periods 5

of time in transit camps, a Younger sample might have had littleiopportunity

develop Vietnamese literacy skills.

Data Collection Procedures

(a) Japanese Study. Although the'School of Supplementary Japanese Studies was

extremely cooperative in facilitating the Selection of students, it was naturally

unwilling to permit student's to be tested during the limited class-time available

to achieve their objectives. Since students lived in all areas of the city,

testing during regular school hours was similarly infeasible. Thus, the original

sample was tested in late June and early July after regular Canadian school had

started summer holidays. Testing was carried out in two locations

and a Public school) and parents brought their child(ren) to. the location'Most

convenient to their homes. Five two-hour.sessions were required to test all 91

students. Grade 2 and 3 students were tested in a different room from tharof

the grade 5 and 6 students. English and' Japanese teating were separated by a

short break for refreshments.

\

The subsample was selected during the summer and individual interviews with

children and parents took place during September and Octobek. Interviews were

conducted in students' homes after regular school hours or on weekends. Two Japanese

graduate assistants carried out the Japanese interviews while all English interviews



were carried out .by the same research officer (Daina Green). 'In some cases all

three interviewers were involved in the home visits but 'usually both parent

and child interview was carried out by just one of the Japanese-assistants.

All parent interviews were conducted in Japanese. Parents (almost invariably

the.mother) were proVided with a form on whichthey filled in the more factual

information with guidance from the graduate assistant. In some cases it turned

out to be more efficient for the aisistant,to interview the parent and fill in

the imlormation herself. However in all cases the assistant was available to

clarify and discuss the intention of the questions.

The English interviews with the children were conducted and recorded usually

in a separate room while the parent waS being interviewed in Japanese. Then the

Children were interviewed in Japanese. Sometimes siblings were present and every

effort was made to maintain an informal relaxed atmosphere. Some time was always

spent in informal conversation with parent and child'before any interviewing began.

Interviews lasted usually about 15-20 minutes.

(b) Vietnamese Study. Because of the relatively small number of "genuine"

Vietnamese Ll students in the North York school system, we were forced to avail

ourselves of all students in the target age range, regardless of school or home

location. Thus, it was not feasible to test during regular school hours because

of the small number of students in any one school, nd so groups of students

(usually 5-10 at a time) were "ferried" to a central location (either 0.I.S.E.or the

North York Board of Education offices) for group testing and; in some cases,

interviews.

-19-
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Group tests were given in both languages but individual interviews were

conducted in English only by the sane interviewer as in the Japanese study.

'(All children were recent arrivals and therefore fluent in Vietnamese.)

The English interviews were briefer than in the Japanse Study and most were

conducted in children's homes several weeks after the group testing session.

During the testing aessions Children were provided with lunch and refreshments

and most appeared to enjoy the experience.. Between two and four adults were

present at the testing sessions and.we tried to keep the ratio of children to ,

adults at about 3 or 4:-1.

L ?

Independent and Dependent Variables'

(a) Japanese Study. The English and Japanse proficiency,variables which were

derived from both the formal tests and interviews will first be described followed

by the variables from the parent interview. The-formal tests Were intended to

tap the constructof context-reduced (academic) 'language profitiency while the

interviews were designed to yield information on context-embedded language

proficiency-.

Japanese Academic Language Proficiency. Because the major aim of the School of

japanese Supplementary Studies is to develop the Japanese academic skills of

expatriate children to aaevel commensurate with scholastic expectations in Japan,

ve.felt that it was appropriate to use a standaidized test of reading Skills

normed'on Japanese school children. The test we chose was the Diagnostic Test

of Reading Comprehension and Reading Proficiency LeVel I (Grades 1,2,3), and Level.II

(Grades 4,5,66) developed by Tatsumi (1968). The test is designed to provide a

diagnostic assessment of reading skills from grade 1 through 6. The subtests in

the two levels of the test are outlined in the following chart:
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c*

I (Grades:1, 2, 3)

..

II (Grades 4, 5, 6)

p

Reading
Comprehension

A. Comprehension Rf
Simple Sentences

,

B.`Reading Comprehension
.' -

)

.

Bl. Context

B2 Theme

33 'Understanding
in detail

A. Reading COmprehension

Al Context

A2 Theme

A3 Detail

.

.

,

Vocabulary

C. Word Meaning

gx Meaning

C2. Usage ,

B. Usage -

Chinese
Characters

D.' Recognition of
Chinese Characters

C.

.

Recognition of .

Chinese Charadters

Criticism

. .

D.

.

Critical Reading .

Dl Criticism
D2 Appreciation

.

The only modification that *as made in the administration of therest was

that the print size on.the Level I test was made larger (through photocopying

techniques); .vith the publiiher's permission, because it was felt to be-somewhat

small for the younger immigrant students.

Subtest raw scores were summed and converted to T scores (rc sm 50, -SOD.= 10)

according to test norms. It was not posci.ble to use subtest scores because different

subtests (Levels I and II) were administered to younger and older students. An

advantage to using T scores is that they are directly comparable to scores of

equivalent grade level studenterin Japan.. However, a disadvantage in the present

context, is that variance directly due to age is removed when scores are expressed

in relation to grade norms. Thus, this variable does not reflect differences in

Japanese academic proficiency which would be expected (in absolute terms) between

grades 5/6.and grades 2/3 studears..



An examination of the test content shows that it*is intended tO assess

equivalent .literacy-related skills to those assessed by typical standardized

English reading achievement measures. In terms of the theoretical framework

outlined in Figure 1 these skills are context-reduced and cognitively-demanding

(quadrant D).

English Academic Language Proficiency. The English academic measures consisted

of the Gates McGinitie grade 2 Vocabulary and Reading tests, A written Prepositional

-Usage Test (Wright,& Ramsey, 1970) and orally administered adaptations of the

Antonyms and Sentence Repetition subtests of the Language Assessment Umpire (LAU)

(Cohen, 1980). The Gates McGinitie test was chosen on the basis of considerable

data showing strong relationShips between reading and vocabulary knowledge on the

one hand and more general cognitive skills on the other (e.g. Cummins, in press).

Also, like mostother standardized measures of academic achievement it is clearly

context-reduced. Thus, it fits the requirements of a context-reduced cognitively-

demanding test. The grade 2- level was chosen to ensure that the test material
0

would be conceptually appropriate for the youngest children in the sample.

The Antonyms, Sentence Repetition and Prepositional Usage items are presented

in Appendix 2. Tha Antonyms test was chosen essentially as amoral vocabulary

measure which conformed to the requirements ,df a context-reduced cognitively-

demanding task. Some slight yoodifications were made to the LAU scoring prodedures

in that some responses were considered correct which were 114t listed as.correct in

the LAU. For example, "morning" was considered an acceptable antonym for "night",

II salt" for "sweet and "put" for "take. In-other words, our criteria oere

Somewhat more lenient than those in the test manual. Also, only the first 20 items,



of the LAU test were administered as in pilot testing no Japanese child

scored beyond that aumber.

The Sentence Repetition test was chosen on the basis of data showing

that ability to correctly repeat increasingly long meaningful.sentences is

strongly related to verbal cognitive and academic skills (Das and Cummins,, 1982).

It is also context-reduced insofar as it involves manipulating language outside

of the context of meaningful face-to-face communication. The sentences were each

read in turn by the test administiatorandwee itmediately repeated by- the.child;

Following Das and Cummins (1982), the test was scored for number of stimulus words

repeated (not necessarily in the correct order). On the basis of our pilot testing

we administered only the first 18 items.of the test.

The Prepositional Usage Test was included in order to allow our results to be

compared directly to the reanalysis of the Wright'and Ramsey data (Cummins, 1981b).

All the 18 comparisons possible on this test between younger and older immigrant

students in tha reanalysis favored older students suggesting that the test measures

L2 proficiencies which are similar to other cognitive/academic measures. In order

to allow the possibility of direct comparison with the Cummins (1981b) data,

no modifications were made to the test, although'we had reservations about some

of the items.

'English and Japanese Interview I.kasures. The conditions under.which the interviews

were conducted have already been described and a detailed description of the

phases of the interview is provided in Appendix 3. Here we will outline the

rationale underlying the design of the interviews..



Recall that our primary goal in developing measures of Japanese and English

proficiency was to examine the extent to which context-reduced language proficiency

could be distinguished from context-embedded proficiency. Although there was

considerable evidence for a global context-reduced language proficiency dimension

(see Cummins, in press; 011er, 1981), it seemed likely that several different

aspects of context-embedded proficiency might be distinguished. For example,

Canale aneSwain (1980) had suggested that "communicative competence" might be

broken down into at least three components, naiely, grammatical, sociolinguistic

and strategic competencies. However, no research evidence was available at the

time to support these hypotheses.

Given the fluid nature of the field It seemed appropriate to adopt an

exploratory approach and not make a priOri judgements about the constituents of

communicative proficiency. We therefore developed an interview schedule which

consisted of four phases (three in Japanese) each with somewhat different

comTunicative demands. In developing the interv& schedule, we were influenced

by the Canale and Swain framework and tried to provl.de situations which would

alloW us to assess their dimensions of communicative competence.

As described in Appendix 3,.the first phase was a '44arm-up" informal

conversation which lasted for up to.ten.minutes; this was followed by a role-

playing situation involving a toy telephone.. We included this situation

in an attempt to assess children's use of Sociolinguistically appropriate forms.

The third phase was.a taSk in which children were required to place a series of

five pictures in logical sequence and describe the story. This was included

principally to provide opportunities for observing children's use of cohesive

deviCes, a major aspect of discourse cokietence (Canale, 1981). The final

phase was a picture description task which was intended to provide opportunities

to observe childrenis strategic.competence.



The Japanese interview was similar except that the Picture Description

phase was omitted because of time constraints. The informal conversation

phase lasted 5-7 minuteson average, the telephone tasks abomt 4-5 minutes

and the picture seqUence 2-3.minutes. These latter tasks were different

from the English interview in that only 4 pictures were involved 4.n the picture

sequence task and the telephone role-playing required children: 1. to call their

Japanese teacher and ask him/her tp send' the child'shomework for next week by

mail because s/he will not be at school; 2, to call a friend and invite him/her

to a birthday party, and.to sleep over.if possible. These situations were .

designed to elicit formal and informal regisers which in Japanese are regarded 1

as extremely important to observe.

Interview Scoring Procedures. The scoring procedures and rating scales for the

English and Japanese interviews are described,in detail in Appendix 4. Here we

will discuss the rationale for adopting these scoring procedures.

In the absence of a detailed theory of the components of communicative.

proficiency in general and of the development of English proficiency among Japanese

children in particular we'decided to develop indices of communicative proficiencY

on the basis of the interview data themselves. Thus, we listened to approximately .

25 per cent of the interviews, chosen at.random, and developed and refined the

scoring categories and scales based on aspectt of the interviews in general and

specific aspects which appeared to'be particularly salient. Thus, ratings of

inflectional'use in English were included because problems in verbal inflections

and plural markers charaCterized the speech Of the Japanese thildren. The final

scales in Japanese and English, therefore, represent a marriage between the



Canale/Swain categories which guided the design of the interview and indices

of proficiency which were dictated by the data themselves, or at least by our

interpretations of the data.;

The refinement of the English rating scales and the actual rating itself

was carried out,by the English interviewer (Daina Green) whose'recollection

of.the interviews themselves with accompanying cantextual and paralinguistic

cues, undoubtedly influenced the scoring of several.variables (e,g. 2, Interviewer

speech). Because of'-this intense involvement with the'data which obviously could

not be matched by otherraters, only one rating,was obtained for.the English

interviewS in the Japanese study.

For the Japanese interviews, however, two graduate assistants were involved

and each scored five interviews conducted by the other. From the ten interviews

scored by both assistants a total of 110 ratings each was available (10 students x

11 variables). There was exact agreement on 78 per cent of these ratings and in

no case did the discrepency.exceed one point.

The means and standard deviations of the English and Japanese proficiency

variables for grades 213 and grades 5/6 students can be found in Table 7.

Ischgreund (Predictor) Variables. The variables derived from the parent inter-

view/questionnaire are presented in Appendix 1 and will be briefly described

here "according to category.



The variables fall into two broad categories-within which there are

'several subcategories. The first broad category consists of Chi/d Attributes

(A) and Parent Background (G) which, with the exception of LOR (#4) can be

thought of as the "baggage" children bring to the task of learning English.

The second broad category consists of behavior directly related to the language

learning situation itself: Under this heading are included the Subcategories

of School ExperiefiCe on Arrival (8), Present.School EXperience and Attitude (C),

Parent-Related Language Behavior (D) 'Child Language Use and Preference (E),

Additional Exposure to Japanese and English (F).

A subset of the variables in Appendix I was included in the multiple regression .

analysis as predictors of English and Japanese proficiency. Inclusion of specific

variables was based primarily on judgements regarding their potential explanatory

relevance for different aspects of proficiency- The predictor variables used in

the regression analyses are presented in Table9 in the Results section.

(b) Vietnamese Study. (i) Academic Language Proficiency. The reading-comptehension

subtest of the grade 2 Gates MCGinitie test and the Prepositional Usage Test,

both used in the Japanese study, were also used in the Vietnamese study. In

addition, 40-ieM oral English and Vietnamese Antonyms tests and two VietnamiSe .

Cloze tests were developed. The procedures used in developing the Antonyms

and Cloze tests are described below.



Antonyms. The following criteria were applied'in the initial selection of

stimulus woids for the Vietnamese and English Antonyms Tests:

1. The starting point was the Vietnamese concept, not English.

2. The word selected is in common use.

3. The Vietnamese stikulus word has an equivalent in English.

Ninety-five words were thus selected and included 4n the original

Vietnamese and English versions.

Each version was tried out with a small number of educated adult native

speakers of each language. Stimulus words whose responses were not easily

accessible to'the native speakers were eliminated. The list of stimulus

words and acceptable responses obtained through this screening process was

then referred to consultants (3 language teachers and a professor of

Linguistics) for acceptance or rejection.
3

The revised versions in both languages were then pilot-tested with a small

group of Vietnamese students.having the Characteristics of the sample of

students to be used in the Vietnamese Study. The ,data obtained provided the

basis for the selection of the forty items in the 'final versions and for

ordering the items in terms of relative difficulty.

It should be noted that of the 40 entries only 30 denote Concepts that

are the same (or similar) in both languages. The other 10 were different.

The items peculiar to the Vietnamese test are in general the most difficult'

items in that test'whereas the iteMs peculiar to the English test are in general

the easiest. This design was necessary to ensure sufficient.variatiO4n in

test,scores.in each language. It also allowed the pdssibility of comparing

.students directly across languages. The test items are presented in Appendix 5.
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Cloze. Because of the wide age range in our sanple we decided to administer

two written cloze passages which varied in relative difficulty. Cloze procedures

were chosen both because of the.considerable evidence that they assess

context-reduced cognitively-demanding language proficiency (e.g. Cummins, 1979)

'Ind also because of the ease wift which they caq be constructed and administered.

Test 1 (the easier test) was clozed from a story puplished in Popular Stories

from Vietnam, Vol II (The Institute for Cultural Pluralism, School of

Education, San Diego State University, California, 1977). Test 2 (the more

difficult test) was adapted from a short expository passage based on published

English materials.written by Mk. Huynh Huu Tho of the Ontario Ministry Refugee

Settlement Unit.

Both tests were first tried out with approximately ten educated adult

native speakers of Vietnamese, revised, and pilot-tested with students

having the characteristics of the sample of students to be used in the Vietnamese

study.

A seven-word deletion rate was used and students' answers were scored-

according to an acceptable-response criterion. The tests were untimed.

Both passages.are presented in Appendix 5.

(ii) Interview. The English interview with the Vietnamese students followed

similar procedures to that of the Japanese study, although only the free conver-

sation and picture sequence phases were used. Consequently, the scoring scales

(Appendix 4) are somewhat different from those in the Japanese study. These

scales were worked out by two raters,(the interviewer and.another native

English-speaking researcher) using basically similar exploratory procedures

as those used in the Japanese study. The raters listened to 25 per cent of

the interviews and together develoPed the categories and scales which could be

most reliably scored.



A detailed background interview was not carried out in the Vietnamese

study although,information was obtained from the ehildren'about last grade

completed in Vietnam, whether they had studied Engliah in cimp,.age and length

of residence.

Dat a Analysis

(a) Japanese Study. Analyses which were employed to test the interdependence

hypothesis were partial correlational analysis, t-tests of the performance

of older and younger students, and multiple regression involving both the

full Japanese sample of 91 students and the subsample of 59 students for

whom more complete data were available.

'Within the subsample, exploratory factor analyses and multiple regression

analyses were carried out to examine the relationships between context-embedded

(interview) 'and. context-reduced (academic) aspects of proficiency and also

the relative influence on different aspects of proficiency of the

Background and Attributes which children bring toahe language learning

situation on the ane hand..and their Behavior and Exposure.to the language'in

that situation on the other.

In order to reduce the dependent variables to, more manageable proportions

for purposes of the regression analyses Pearson-product-mamentaorrelations

were computed and then factor analyses were carried out using the SPSS factor

analyses program Ciie et al, 1976). For both English and Japanese analyses three

factors with eigenvalues greater than one were obtained end were rotated to a

varimax criterion. Factor scores (mean of zero and SD of 1) were then derived

...-

for each factor and were used as dependent variables in subsequent multiple

regresiion analyses. Japanese academic proficiency was also included as-a-

dependent variable in these regression analyses.
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(b) Vietnamese Study., ,The interdependence hypothesis was tested in

the Vietnamese study by computing Pearson and partial (controlling for length

of residence) correlation coefficients between Vietnamese and English academic

measures. Hierarchical multiple regression analyses were also carried out.

III. RESULTS

The results will be described for Japanese and Vietnamese Studies separately

in relation to each of the major research.questions. Firat, the results of the

.

exploratory factor analyses. of English.and Japanese.proficiency measures will,

be described followed by the relationships of the proficiency dimensions across

languages.. Wa will then outline the varioug analyses designed.tcytest the

interdependence hypothesis in the Japanese study and then examine the determinants

of English and Japanese proficiency. Finally, analyses designed to test the inter7

dependence hypothesia in the Vietnamese study,will be presented.

The Structure of English Proficiency among Japanese Students

The results of the Varimax rotation are presented in Table 1.

The first factor is defined.by the-three Syntax measures., the second by the three

Richness measures and by Ease while the third factor is defined,by the English

Academic Proficiency measures. However, it can be seen that most of the a4ademic

proficiency measures show moderate loadings on Factors 1 and 2 in addition to

Factor 3. The first two factors appear to correspond in a genera/ way to the

syntactic/morphological and pragmatic dimensions which Damico and 011er (1980)

have distinguished in their research on children's language. disorders. The fact

that Picture Sequence Cohesion loads on Factor 2 rather than Factor 1 supports the

distinction between grammatical and discourse or pragmatic competence (Bachman &

Palmer, 19811 Canale, 1981). The pattern of loadings on these.two factors suggest

the labels Syntax (Factor 1) and Interactional Style (Factor 2). The.third factor

is labelled English Acadetic Proficiency.



'TABLE 1

FaCtor Analysis of English Academic
tinguage Proficiency (17,21) and'

Interview Measures (1,16).

Variable Varimax Rdtation
2 . 3

1. Pronunciation .26 .22

2. Interviewer Speech .48 .41 .32

3. Semantically Appropriate
Responses .17 .58 .22

4. Conversational Richness .16 . .77 .08

5. Inflections of Verbs and Nouns .67 .14 .35

6. Article Use .73 .24 .20

7: Conversational Syntax .80 .23 .44

8. ,,Vase
.23 414 .16

9. Tel. Question Formation' .57 3. .26

10. Tel. Appropriateness .39 .20 .48

11. Picture Sequence Syntax .73 .22 .44

3,2. Picture Sequence Cohesion .14 .62 , .52

13. Picture Sequence Richness .32 .66 .31

14. Picture Description Syntax .81 .36 .33

15. Picture Description' Strategies .56 .49 .25

16. Picture Description Richness .40 .64 .24

17. English Vocabulary
.46 .33 .72

18. English Reading .39 .29 .84

19. English Prepositions
.34 .17 .50

20. English Antonyms
.52 .41 .60

.21. Sentence Repetition
.49 .50 ..56
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Thus, the factor analysis provides evidence for a distinction

between context-reduced and context-embedded asiects of L2 proficiency among

immigrant students. Within context-embedded proficiency we can distinguish

between syntax and interactional style'dimensions. We:would emphasize, however,

the exploratory nature of this aspect of the stUdy. The specific proficiency

indices were derived large,ly on an.intuitive basis rather than from an

.
explicit theory of the'nature of communicative proficiency and accordingly the

factor analysis is eXploratory rather.than confi tory. 4

The Structure of Japanese Proficiency:

At first sight the three Japanese factors (Table 2) are not consistent

with the hypothesized distinction between context-embedded and context-reduced

language proficiency. Eight of the 12 variables have loadings of .50 or

greater on Factor 1 and this factor appears to represent a general Japanese

proficiency dimension. Factor 2 has high loadings from Japanese Academie

Language ProficiencY, Pronunciation and Fruency while the thirdfactor

is defined only by Use of English. The factor loadings become more intelligible

when we, realize that Age is highly correlated with Factor 1 and LOR

has A high negative cOiieiation with ctor 2. This suggests that the variables

loading on Factor 2 are ehose that are negatively affected i;), students' length

of residence outside Japan, and this, ratherthan any intrinsic.relationships, is

what accounts fot their presence on Factor 2. Recall that Japanese Academic

Language Proficiency is computed in relation to grade norms and this.removal of
,/,(N\

age-related variance probably explains its low,loading on the general Japanese

factor.

In, conclusion, the factor analysis clearly suggests that communicative

proficiency does noi exist in a vacuum but rather iks structUre is sensitive to

external influences. An implication is that attempts to empirically confiim models



TABLE 2

1

3.

3.

4.

(I) 5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Factor Analysis of Japanese Academic
Language Proficiency.(1) and
Interview (2-12) Measures

Variab11 Virimax Rotation

1 2 3

Japanese Academic Language .23 .01

Proficiency.
Pronunciation -.09

..56,

.71 .23

Interviewer Speech .83 .10 .04

Conversational Richness .78 .27 -429

Use of English

Fluency

.07

.38

.15,

.75

.68

.02

No Response .75 .19. .14

Conversational Syntax .71 .42

Ease .86 .12 --.36

Tel. Directions .63 .06 .08

Tel. Appropriateness .51 .25 .13

Picture Sequence Richness .67 .08 .22
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of communicative-proficiency (e.g. Bachman & Palmer, 1981) cannot necessarily be

generalized beyond the specific language learning context in which the data were

gathered.

How Is Communicative Proficiency Related across Languages?

Pearson and partial correlations between English and- Japanese factor scores

are presented in Table 3. Age and LOR were controlled in the partial correlations

because of the influence of these variables on the Japanese (and English) factors.

It can be seen that EFAC 2 (English Factor 2) is correlSted highly with JFAC 1

(Japanese Factor 1) and that thii correlation is quite robust, being uninfluenced

by the partialling but.of Age and LOR. EFAC 1.and'JFAC 2 also show a significant

Pearson correlatibil but:this disappears when Age and LOR are controlled. A. marginally

significanl negative correlation appears between EFAC land JFAC 1 when Age.and LOR

are controlled,suggesting a slight tendency for childre41 who devote time to main-

taining Japanese to have-less well-developed English conversational syntax.

The-strong. correlation between EFAC 2 and JFAC 1 can be understood in terms of

the-indices of proficiency which are common to both factors. ConVersational Richness,

Picture Sequence Richness,and"Ease load on both. Interviewer speech also has a

high loading on JFAC'l and a'moderate (.41) loaaing on EFAC 2.

Thus, the correlations seem to indicate hat interactional style is inter-

dependent,actoss languages.. In other words,, /a.child who tends to volunteer in-
,

formation and provi0 detailed elaborate retponses to questions in Japanese will tend

'to manifest the same typei of linguistic behavior in English. Ope might expect'this

trait to be related to personality variables and the-extent to which this is the
"n

case will be examined in a later sectimii.

Thej.ack of Significant correlations between EFAC 3 and JFAC 2, both of which

incorporate the academic language proficiency variables, is not surprising in view



TABLE 3

Pearson and Partial Correlations between
English and Japanese Factor Scores

JFAC1

EFAC1

-0.18

( 59)

PEARSON

EFAC2

0.51

( 59)

EFAC3

0.16
( 59)

PARTIAL

Controlling for:
AGE LOR

EFAC1 EFAC2
/

JFAC1 -0.24 0.50
( 56) ( 56)

EFAC3

-0.06

( 56)

P=.09 P=.00 P=.12 P=.04 P=.00 P=.32

JFAC2 -0.31 -0.16 -0.18 JFAC2 0.04 0.06 -0.10

( 59) ( 59) ( 59) ( 56) ( 56) ( 56)

P=.01 P=.11 P=.09 P=.38 P=.33 P=.22

JFAC3 -0.04 -0.07 0.11 JFAC3 0.04 -0.05 0.14
( 59) ( 59) ( 59) ( 56) ( 56) ( 56)

P=.37 P=.30 P=.19 P=.40 P=.37 P=.16

Cit
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of the hybrid nature of JFAC 2, which has considerably higher loadings from

Pronunciation and Fluency than from Japanese Academic Proficiency. In order

to examine the.interdependence hypothesis proposed in question #1, it is

necessary to examine the relationships between 'Japanese Acadimic Proficiency

and the English Academic Proficiency variables.

Is Academic Lan ua e Proficienc Interde endent across Languages?

Three analytic procedures were used to test the interdependence hypothesis:

first partial correlations, Controlling for LOR, were computed between Japanese

Academic Proficiency and Age on Arrival (AOA), on the one hand, and the English

Academic Proficiency variables, both individually and as represented by EFAC 3,

on the other. It is necessary to partial out LOR because it is positively related

to the development of English Academic Proficiency, but 'negatively related to

Japanese Academic Proficiency, thereby masking the relationships between Japanese

and English Academic Proficiency.

The second procedure used to test the interdependence hypothesis was multiple

regression analysisj. We examined the increment to explained variance in English

:Academic ProficiencY attributable to entering variables indicative of Japanese

Academic Proficiency in the regression equaton after LOR. These,analyses were

carried out on the complete original sample (N=91) with English Reading as-the

dependent variable and on the subsample (N=59) l'Ath EFAC 3 as the dependent Variable.

The third tyPe of analysis involved examining:the effects of group differences

in age on arrival (A0A) on performance in English. These comilmrisons were

carried out both between older and younger siblings and between grades 5/6 and 2/3

children. Our hypothesis waS that, with LOR controlled, older children would

perform better on the cognitiveacademic measures.



Partial Correlations. It can be seen in Table 4 that, with one _exception,

all the correlations between English cognitive/icademic measures and both Japanese

Academic Language Proficiency and Age on Arrival are significant (using one

tailed tests) in the predicted direction. These correlations are clearly

consistent with the interdependence hypothesis, especially since variance due

to age has been removed from Japanese Academic Language Proficiency as a result

of the necessity to express scores in relation to grade norms.

Regression Analyses. In the regression analyses Age on Arrival (A0A) was dichoto
_

mized based on a median split and a dummy variable (A0A:older group) created to

represent membership in the group of children who arrived at older ages.

An advantage of this is that it potentially permits us to examine how

much difference arriving at an older age makes in raw scores on the English

Academic Proficiency variables. Children who arrived in an Englishspeaking

country at ages between 81 and 128 months were given a code of 1 while those who

arrived between 12 and 80 months were given a code of zero.

It can be seen in Table 5 that in the larger sample LOR accounted for 30

per cent of the variance in English Reading. Japanese Academic Proficiency

accounted for an additional 19 per cent while AOA:Older Group and Age brought

the total explained variable to 51 per cent. In all, the cognitive/academic .

block accounted for an increment in explained variance of 23.85 per cent after

the effect of LOR was removed.

Less incremental variance is explained by the cognitive/academic predictors

when this regression is carried out in the subsample (N=59). LOR explains 39.4

per cent of the variance in English Reading while the cognitive/academic block

adds 14.9 per cent to a total explained variance of 54.3 per cent. It should be noted

that when LOR is entered first all variance shared between LOR and the cognitive/academic

block is attributed to LOR and thus the figure of 14,9 per cent represents a conservative

estimate of the effect of the cognitive/academic variables.



TABLE 4

,
Partial Correlation's between English Academic-Language
Proficiency Neasures and Both Japanese Academic

Language Proficienty and Age on Arrival
Controlling for Length of Residence

Variable
Japanese

Academic Language Proficiency

N =57 .N ar 88

Age on Arrival

N = 57 N sr 88

1. Vocabulary .42 ** 44 ** .22 *1 .30 **

,

2. Reading .46 ..52-** .29 * .38 **

3., Prepositions .22*1 .23 * .25 *
1

.30 **

4. Antonyms .30 ** .37 **

5. Sentence Repetition .31 ** .11

6. EFAC3

** P 4 .01 .(one-tailed)

p 4 .05 (one-tailed)

1 p .05 two-tailed.
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TABLE 5

Regression of English Reading on LOR and
Cognitive/Academic Predictor Variables (Ni91)

Multiple R R square Rsq change

!

Simple R

LOR .
.55 .30 .30 .55

Japanese Academic Proficiency .70 .49 .19 .23 .

AOA:Older Group .73 .53 .04 -.03

Age .73 .53 .01 .40

TABLE. 6

Regression of EFAC3 on LOR and Cognitive/
Academic Predictor Variables (N.859)

Multiple R R square', Rsq change Simple R

LOR .41 .17 .17 .41

Japanese Academic Proficiency .51 .26 .09 .18

AOA:Oider Group .59 .35 .09 .08

Age .59 .35 .00 .41
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When EFAC3 is used as the dependent variable for English Academic Pro-

ficiency (Table 6) the'totaI explained variance drops to 35 per cent with the

cognitive/academic block explaining slightly more incremental variance (18 per

cent) than LOR (17 per cent).

In summary, it is clear from these regressions that students' level of Ll

cognitive/acadedic development makes a considerable difference in the rapidity

with which L2 cognitive/academic proficiency is developed. Detpite the-fact that

the languages are So different, JaPanese Academic Proficiency by itself

adds 19 per.cent to the explanation of variance in English Reading (Table 5).

We regard these results as rather strong evidence for the interdependence

hypothesis and the existence of a common underlying proficiency. Clearly,

however, there is considerable variance left unexplained and the extent to which

this variance can be accounted for by other variables will be examined in a

later settion.

Com arison of Different A e Grou s

(a) Grade Level Differences in.English and Japanese Proficiency. ,Differences

between grades 5/6 and grades 2/3 students were examined by means of.t tests

for independent samples since group differences in LOR were not significant.

There were significant differences in favor of-older students on.four of the

five (80%) English context-Teduced measures but on the context7embedded (interview)

measures differencet reached significance in only four out of 16 (25%) cases

, (Table 7). This pattern 'of differences supports the interdependence hypothesis

but is inconsistent With suggestions that older children make more rapid progress

in all aiOects of L2 acquisition (e. . Krashen et al, 1979).



TABLE 7

Camparison of. Older (Gradei 5 and 6)

and Younger (Grades 2 and 3)

Students' Performance on

English and Japanese Measures

Variable Mean Standard
Deviation

t Probability

(two-tailed)

.1. Age in Months Gr. 2/3 (14'29) 98.3 7.6

Gr. 5/6 (N=30) 133.8 5.6 -20.5 .00

2. Len th of Residence Gr. 2/3 33.2 18.3

Gr. 5/6 38.1 25.2 -0.9 39

3. Age of Arrival in Canada Gr. 2/3 65.1 19.5

Gr. 5/6 94.0 28.2 -4.6 .00

ENGLISH ACADEMIC,LANGUAGE PROF/CIENCY

4. English Vocabulary Gr. 2/3 29.8 9.3

'Gr. 5/6 35.1 10.3 -2.1

. English Reading, Gr. 2/3 25.4 9.6

Gr. 5/6 32.0 9.0 -2.7

6. English Prepositions Gr. 2/3 6.4 2.4

Gr. 5/6 8.2 2.7 -2.6

7. English Antonyms Gr. 2/3 10.6 5.0

Gr. 5/6 14.2 4.8 -2.8

8. Sentence Repetition Gr. 2/3 95.4 27.6

Gr. 5/6 104.7 31.7 -1.2

ENGLISH INTERVIEW

9. Pronunciation Gr. 2/3 3.0. 1.1

Gr. 5/6 2.8 1.2 0.5

.04

.01

.01

.23

.60



TABLE 7 (con't...2)

Nariable Hean Standard

Deviation

t Probabilit

(two-tailed)\

ENGLISH INTERVIEW (Con't)

10.. Interviewer Speech. Gr. 2/3 1.5 0.6

Gr. 5/6 1.7 -1.2 .24

U. Semantically Appropriate
Responses Gr. 2/3 1.7 0.6

Gr. 5/6 1.9. 0.3 -2.1 .04

12. Conversational Richness Gr. 2/3 0.9 0.8

G. 5/6 1.1 0.8 -1.0 .33

13. Inflections of Verbs and
Nouns Gr. 2/3 1.0 0.8

Gr. 5/6 1.3 0.8 -1.3 .19

14. Article Use Gr. 2/3 1.1 0.8

Gr. 5/6 1.2 0.9 -0.4 .68

15. Conversational Syntax Gr. 2/3 2.1 1.4

Gr, 5/6 2.5 1.6. -1.2 .24

16. Ease Gr. 2/3 1.0 0.7

Gr. 5/6 1.3 0.8 -1.2 .23

17. Tel. Question Formation Gr. 2/3 1.1 0.8

Gr. 5/6 1.3 0.7 -0.8 . 5

18. Tel. Appropriateness Gr. 2/3 1.3 0.7

Gr. 5/6 1.6 0.5 -2.4 .02

19. Picture Sequence Syntax Gr. 2/3 1.1 1.1

Gr. 5/6 1.6 1.4 -1.3 .19'

20. Picture Sequence Cohesion Gr. 2/3 1.1 0.7

Gr. 5/6 1.6 0.7 -2.3 .03

21. Picture,Sequence Richness Gr. 2/3 1.1 0.7

Gr. 5/6 1.5 0.7 -2.1 .05

22. Picture Description Syntax Gr. 2/3 .

1.2 1.3

Gr. 5/6 1.7 1.4 -1.5 .14



TABLE 7 (con't...3)

Variable Mean St4ndard
- Deviation

t Probability
-(twotailed)

ENGLISH INTERVIEW(Cont.)

23. Picture Description
Strategies Gr. 2/3 1.4 0.9

Gr. 5/6 1.9 1.0 -1.8 .08

24. Picture Description Gr. 2/3 0.9 0.8
Richness Gr. .5/6 1.3 0.8 -1.9 .07

,JAPANESE MEASURES

25. Japanese Academic Language Gr. 2/3 48.2 10.4

Proficiency "Gr. 5/6 55.3 13.2 -2.3 .03

26. Pronunciation Gr. 2/3 2.5 0.9

Gr. 5/6 2.7 0.5 -0.9 .40

27. Interviewer Speech Gr. 2/3 1.3 0.8

Gr. 5/6 1.9 0.3 -4.1 .00

28. Conversational Richness Gr. 2/3 0.7 0.6

Gr. 5/6 1.4 0.5 -4.6 .00

29. Use of English Gr. 2/3 1.3 0.5

Gr. 5/6 1.5 0.5 -1.1 .26

30. Fluency Gr. 2/3 1.5 0.6

Gr. 5/6 1.8 0.4 -2.3 .03

31. No Response Gr. 2/3 1.3 0.8
Gr. 5/6 1.8 0.4 -3.0 .01

32. Conversational Syntax Gr. 2/3 0.8 0.7

Gr, 5/6 1.4 0.5 -3.8 .00

33. Ease Gr. 2/3 0.8 0.7

Gr. 5/6 1.3 0.6 -2.7 .01

N

34. Tel. Directions Gr.. 2/3

'Gr. 5/6

2.4
2.8

0.9
0.5 -2.2 .03

35. Tel. Appropriateness Gr. 2/3
Gr. 5/6

0.8
1.2

0.5
0.5 -2.8 .01

36. Picture Sequence Richness Gr. 2/3
Gr. 5/1

0.7
1.1

0.5
0.5 -2.9 .01



On the Japanese variables older students performed better on all'but

Pronunciation and Use 9f English. These findings ate corroborated by the

results of.the.parent intervitws.where 60 Percent of the grades 2 and 3 children's

parents reported errors im their children's present Japanese.speech, whereas

only- 43 per cent of the grades 5,and 7 children's patents reported similar errors,.

despite ihe fact that mean LOR mai Somewhat longer for the older students.

These findings 'suggest that level of Japanese proficiency on arrival in Caned&

may be en important factor in maintaining the language.

'(b) Siblings.. There were 14:sets of siblings ,in the subsemple (NA.59). In-13 Cates

one sibling was in grades 5 or 6 and the other in grade 2 or 3. In the remaining

case the siblings were in grades 2 and 3. In this latter case the grade 3 child

was included in the older group_and the grade 2 child in the yoUnger group despite

the fact that-the age difference was less than among the other 13 siblings.

Sibling data provide a good opportunity to flgther tesr the interdependence

hypothesis since family backgroUnd and experiences are largely controlled'between

younger and older siblings. .The interdependence hypothesis pre4cts that older-

siblingt whose Ll cognitive/academiC proficiency is better developed (in absolute

terms) than that of their younger siblings, would perfor better on measures of

English Academic Proficiency. The sibling comparisons are presented in Table 8.
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Correlated t Tests for Sibling Differences or Japanese and
English Cognitive/Academic Measurot

Variable Mean SD.

,l. Japanese Academic younger 50.6

_

12.6 -1.33

Language Proficiency older 54.4 13.2

2. English Vocabulary younger 33.1 9.7 -3.4
older 37.2 9.9

3. English Reading , younger 29.4 8.8 -2.9

older 33.3 8.9

4. English Prepositions younger 6.8 2.4 -1.8
older 8.2 3.2

5. English Antonyms younger 12.3 5.5 -3.2
older 14.8 4.2

6. Sentence Repetition younger 105.6 27.1 -1.95
older 115.1 22.9

Probability
(two-tailed)

. 21

.004

. 01

.09

.007

.07
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Although differences...4/re not significant in the extent to which older

and younger siblings were performing at grade level in Japanese academic

proficiency, significant differences were observed in favor of older siblings

on three ourof.five of the Eng/Ish academic measures. On Prepositions and

Sentence Repetition'the differences'approached significance (p <.10). As in

,the case of the grades 5/6 V. 2/3 analySea no differences 1:rere found between

older and younger siblings on a large majority of English context-embedded

yariables but differenCes wete apparent on most of 'the Variables that loaded

cif

In sUmmar, the results of all the analyses carried out are consistent

with the interdependence'hypothesit, namely,'that development of L2 cognitive/

academic (conteja-reduced) proficiency is partially a function of level of Ll

,cognitive/academic proficiency at the time when intensive eXposure to L2 begin .'
_ .

_

The findings alsO,sUggest that older isimigrant students maintain and:develop

their Ll skills Vetter than students who immigrate at a younger age. It is

" significant that despite the vast difference in subjects (Japanese upper-class

versus Finnish working-class) and contexts, this pattern of results is precisely

the,same as that reported by Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa-(3.976), namely level

of Ll proficiency on arrival is important both for acquisition of L2 academic

proficiency and for continued development of. Ll acadetic proficiency.

However, Ll cognitive/academic proficiency is only one factor influencing

the acquisition,of L2 proficiency. It'remains to be seen what other factors are

impOrtant and to what extent distinct sets of predictor variables differentially
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;affect the acquisition of different spects of L2 proficiency. Also, we are

interested in the determinants of theLcontinued development of Japanese proficiency.

Prediction of English and Japanese Proficiency

A set Of 28 predictor variables clerivetk largely from the'parent interviews

was used to predict both English and Japanese:proficiency. Two additional

variables, JFAC1 and Japanese Acedemic Proficiency were included in the

English'regression analyses. The predictor variables:were grouped into two

major blocks, the first related to the Background (e.g. Mother's Education)

end Attributes (e.g. Personality, AOA eic.) of.the children and the second,related

to. Exposure to and Bshavior relevant to the acquisition of English and Japanese

.(e.g. LOR,.Child Language to Siblings). Within each of these major blocks sub-

categories of variables weee-distinguished. The specific variables'according

to blocks, coding details and. Cross-referenCes to Parent Questionnaire data.

listed in Appendix 1 are presented'in Table 9.

The variables were entered into the regression equations in two basic orders,

namely, Background/Attributes followed by Exposure/Behavior and Exposure/Behavior

\ followed by Background Attributes. The purpose of this procedure was to estimate

how much variance could be accounted for,uniquely by each iajor block. Within

each major block the order'of ntry of individual variables was the same as

in Table 9. These analyses are Presented in summary form in Table 10.

What is of primary interest here ie not the total amount of variance

explained, which may not be stable dike to,the relatiVay Small number of

subjects, but the relative importance of what children bring to the:language -

learning situation as compared to their actuaf experiences-in that_situation.

In order to examine thieissue the percentages of total explained . variance

which'each bloCk accounts for Uniquely were compared fOr the seven variables.

Thus, when the Exposure/BehaVior bloCk is entered after the BackgroundfActivities

block in the EFAC1 regression, its.increment to ,ekplained variance.is 62 per cent



TABLE 9

Predictor Variables Used in Regression Analyses

BLOCK Appendix 1 Cross.,Reference*

I. BACKGROUND/ATTRIBUTES

A. COGNITIVE/ACADEMIC ATTRIBUTES

1. Japanese Academin Proficiency

2. AOA: Older Group

3. Age in Months

B. OTHER PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

4. Personality

5. JFACI **

6. Sex

C.__EACKGROUND ATTRIBUTES

7. Mother's English Difficulty G40

8. Fathee's English Difficulty G39

9. Mother's Education
G38

10. Father's Education G37

11. Desired 1.ocation: University Education G44

* *

(A5)

AZ

Ab

II. EXPOSURE/BEHAVIOR

D. EXPOSURE

12. LOR
A4

E. SCHOOL EXP RIENCE ON ARRIVAL

13. ESL Assista ce
B10

14. How Long to Malce Canadian Friends B8

15. Problems in 48L4justing
B7

F. PARENT-RELATED LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR

16. Language Spoken Parents to Child D14

17. Reaction to Child's English D16

18. Language Spoken.to Parents D15
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E. CHILDI LANGUAGE USE AND,PREFERENtE

19. Chi4Language to Siblings E19

20. Childr Language to Japanese Friends E21

21. How Often Play with Caandian Friends E22

22. Errors in Spoken Japanese E18,

23. Language Child Prefers E17

H. ADDIiIONAL EXPOSURE TO JAPANESE AND ENGLISH

24. Visits to Japan F23

25. Japanese Study Hours Per Week F27

26. English''Study F28

27. TV F29

28. Japanese Books Read F30

29. English Books Read F31

30. Book Preference F32

* The codes used in the regression analyses do not always correspond to the 'categories

in Appendix 1 Since categories with very low numbers were usually combined with

adjoining categories'for purposes of the regressions.

** These variables were not included as predictor variables in.the Japanese analyses
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which represents 65 per cent of the total explained variance (95%) on that

variable (see Table 10).

It is clear hem Table 10 that the Exposur4/Behavior block exerts a

greater impaCt on EFAC1 than on either EFAC2 or EFAC3 (65% of explained variance

accounted for uniquely versus 40% and 49%), whereas the Background/Attributes

block accounts for more of the explained variance in EFAC2 and EFAC3 than on

EFAC1 ,(367.1 and,-38% of expiained variance accounted for.uniquely respectively

versus 20%).

For the Japanese measures the greater proportions of variance accounted for by

the Background/Attributes block in JFAC1 and by. the Exposure/Behavior block in JFAC2

can be attributed largely to the effects of Personality, Age And Age on Arrival

on JFAC1 and LOR on JFAC2.

The relative influence of Exposure and Attributes on the acquisition of

English was examined in a reduced model involving only seven variables (Table 11).

Exposure is repretented by LOR, Cognitive/Academic Attributes by variables 2-4 and

Other Personal Attributes by variables 5 - 7. After LOR is entared into the equation)

Attributes account for an increment in explained variance of 107., 277. and 21%

in EFAC1, EFAC2 and EIAC3 respectively. However, for EFAC2, Cognitive/Academic

variables account for only 5% increment while Other Personal, Attributes account

for 21%. For EFAC3 the pattern is reVcrsed, with 187. and 3% incremental variance

accounted for by these two blocks respectively.

In summary, the results of the regression analyses show that the attributes

which Children bring to the task of acquiring L2 are differentially related to the

acquisition of different aspects of L2. Acquisition of conversational syntax is

much more affected by exposure to L2 and behavior in relation to the language than

by-cL1dren's personal attributes or background characteristics. The opposite



TABLE 10

Cumulative Amount of Variance (R
2
) in English and Japanese Proficiency Explained

by Background/Attributes and Exposure/Behavior Blocks

EFAC 1 EFAC 2 EFAC 3

Background/Attributes

Exposure/Behavior (E/B)

E/B uniq : (a) Increment

33

45

62

45

75

30

39

77

38

(b)-% of total A2_

1

1

1

1

Exposure/BehaviOr 76 48 . 48
o

J

Background/Attributes (B/A) 95 75 77 1

s

1

1

1

B A unique:. (a) Increment 19 27 29 1

(b) 2 of total .21L _10_ 38 i

3FAC 1

46

65

32

65

33

51

JFAC 2 JFAC 3

Japanese
Academic-

Proficiency

35, 29 30'

84 57 73

49 28 43

58 49 59

71 39 52

84 57 73

13 18 21

15 32 29



TABLE 11

Exposure and Attribute Predictors of English Proficiency

R square

EFAC 1
Beta R square

EFAC 2
Beta R square

EPAC3
BetaR6q change Rsq change Rsq,change

1. LOR .26 .26 .54 .21 .21 .49 .17 .17 .13

2. Japanese Academic
Proficiency .26 .00 .13 .25 .04 .11 .26 .09 .25

3. AOA: Older Croup .28 .02 .27 .01 .06 .35 .09

4. Age in Months .29 .01 -.05 .27 .00: .35 .00 .08

5. Personality* .30 .01 -.03 .32 .05 .99 .37 .01 -.09

6. JFAC 1 .33 .03 -.21 .44 .12 .43 .37 .01 -,11

7. Sex** .36 .02 -.16 .48 . .04
0 ,

.21 38 .01 .07..

*5 point scale, 1= very shy, 5 = very outgoing

**2 = Female, 1 = Male
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is true for 1.2 interactional style and L2 cognitive/academic proficiency. .

which are considerably influenaed by children's personality characteristics

and by Ll cognitive/academic proficiency respectively. The influence of Ll

cognitive/academia proficiency on acquisition of L2 cognitive/academic

proficiency was further investigated in the Vietnamese study.
et,

Vietnamese Study

Pearson correlations among English and Vietnamese cognitive/academic proficienty

variables are presented in Table 12. With the exception of some correlations

involving the Prepositions task the intraand inter-langUage correlations are all

significant at less than the .01 level. Partialling out LOR increased the English-

Vietnamese correlations somewhat. The strong positive correlations-between Age and

Last Grade in Vietnam on the one hand.and English and Vietnamese proficiency

variables on the other, provides further support for the interdependence hypothesis.

Betause of the strong correlations.between the English and Vietnamese Antonyms

tasks and the other cOgnitive/academic tasks, only these two variables were used in

the hierarchical regression analyses presented in Table 13. The small number

of students in the sample dia not permit .the English proficiency variables to be

meaningfully reduced-through factor analytic techniques. The major focus here will

be on the cognitive/academic measures and only general trends will be reported for the

interview measures.

It can be seen in Table 13 that Ll cognitive/academic proficiency strongly

predicts LZ cognitive/academic proficiency and that Age is strongly related to Ll

cognitive/academic proficiency. The fact that LOR accounts for considerably less

variance than in the Japanese study is probably due to its smaller range in the

Vietnamese sample. However, it is worth noting that in the Vietnamese study LOR

generally.accounted for more variance on the English interview dependent.variables

than on the academia dependent variables, whereas the Ll cognitive/academic block

showed the opposite pattern. This trend was also evident in the Japanese study.
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TABLE 12

Cdirelation Matrix for English and Vietnamese Academic Proficiency Measures

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Age

LbR

V Antonyms

V Cloze 1

V Cloze 2

E Reading

E Prepositions

E Antonyms

Last Grade in Vietnam

Sex

1

1.00

-.11

.64

-.39

.64

.66

.39

.61

.88

-.23

2

1.00

-.17

-.18

-.30

.11

.24

.25

-.35

7.27

3

1.00

.60

.90

.68

.45

.69

.84

-.52

4

1.00

.68

.41

-.06

.43

.65

-.39

5

1.00

.51

.23

.52

78

-.45

1.00

.54

.83

.63

-.22

7

1.00

.51

.23

.02

8

1.00

.60

-.16

1.00

-.50

10

1.00



TABLE 13

,Predictors of English and Vietnamese Academic Proficiency

Variables

E Antonyms

R square Rsq change Beta

;

R square Rsq change Beta

V Aqtonyms

1. LOR .06 .06 .35 .03 .03 -.03

2. V Antonyms .61 .56 .67

3. Age .66 .05 .26 .42 .39 55

4. Sex .68 .02 .17 .55 .13 7.38

1.51
0%



Less than 30 per centof the variance was accounted for on a large majority'

of ttle interview measures.

In summary, the findings of the Vietnamese study provide further strong

evidence for the interdependence hypothesis.

'IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The findings of the two studies will be discussed ia relation to, the

specific research issues outlined in the first section and then the relevance of the

findings for the relationships between language proficiency and achieveMent of

language minority students in general will, be considered.

The Ifiterde endence Hypothesis

In both studies we found that Ll cognitive/academic proficiency accounted

for a highly significant proportion of variance in L2 cognitive/academic

proficiency, as predicted by the interdependence hypothesis. Several other analyses

in the Japanese study (e.g. sibling differences) also supported the interdependence

hypotheses. The fact that the same pattern of findings emerged among two such

dissimilar samples suggests the robustness of the hypothesis., However, the fact that

older immigrant students make more rapid progress in acquiring academic aspects of

L2 does not necessarily mean that.they will attain higher ultimate levels of L2

than. younger students, since LOR'is also an extremely important factor. In some

situations where,younger immigrant or language minority students reach only a low-level

plateau in development of L2 cognitive/academic sfulls (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas

and Toukomaa, 1976), older immigrant students may have better long-term prospects.

However, under different sociocultural learning conditions (e.g. Cummins, 1981b) younger

immigrant students appear more likely to attain grade norms because of their longer

LOR. The findings of Cummins (1981b) suggest that the effects of LOR tend to diminish
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after 5 years, and thus there may be a critical age on arrival at about age 12,

after which it will became increasinily difficult for siudedts to reach grade-appropriat

levels of 12 cognitive/academic proficiency.

The present findings also suggest that the advantage of older learners applies

,mainly to cognitive/academic aspectetof 12 acquisition. The sibIing ani:k grade level

analyses found few differences In favor of older students on context-embedded
.

aspects of L2, Also, in the regression analYses age on arrival and-ige accounted

for substantial variance only on cognitive/academic aspects of English proficiency. '

This pattern of findings is not consistent with the concldtions of K6shen'et al,

(1979), but agrees with Ekstrand's (1978) finding of no age differences in 12

free oral production.

Maintenance of Ll

Our findings are consistent with those of Skutnabbritangas and Toukounaa (1976)

and' of Snow and Hoefnagel-H8hle in suggesting that age of immigration is important

for the continued development of Ll proficiency. For example, Snow and Hoefnagel-H8hld

(1978) reported a significant advantage for older English Ll immigrant children

(and adults) acquiring Dutch as a second language and noted a tendency for younger

children to replace English with Dutch:

"With one exception (a 7 year-old girl), it was only among the

3-5 year old Beginners (and among the 6-7 year-old Advanced

subjects! who had learned Dutch while 3-5 years old) that

growing control of Dutch was associated with breakdown of control of

English. Although a few subjects in all age groups showed some

degree of negative interference, mostly at the lexical level, from

Dutch into English, large decreases in English fluency and a

preference for speaking Dutch were observed only among the

youngest subjects". (1978, p. 1126)

Similarly, among the present Japanese sample, both the psychometric analyses

and parents' observations suggested that students who immigrated at younger ages

developed less adequate Ll skills than students who immigrated at older ages.

In short, the data suggest that younger imMigrant chiidren tend to replace

Ll in the process of acquiring L2 whereas older children,tend to add L2 to their Ll.

P.7.)



In ottrir words, older indigrant children are more likely to develop an additive

form of bilingualism in contrast to the subtractive form developed by many younger

inmigrant students (Lambert, 1975). This subtractive tendency was observed in .

the present study despite the Strong Ll support-children received both at home

and at ihe Japanese sdhooli..

The NatUre of L2 Profici

;
Although this aspe of our study is essentially exploratory, the pattern of

findings froM the fac r analysis and regreasion equations suggest a distinction

between Atttibute-bas d andi Input-based aspects of L2 proficiency. Attribute-based

proficiency 'refers t those aspects of 12 proficiencY which art strongly related to

personal character tics Of the individual (e.g.personality or cognitive traits).

)1/

ciency, n the oiher hand, ref7rs to those aspects of proficiency

in which indil4dual diff renoes are determined 'rimarily by differential exposure

Input-based pro

to "comprehe4isible inRut' (KraShen, 1981) With stable attributes of the individual

accounting for relativei4r little variance. /

This'conceptualizat on allows us to place the interdependence hypothesis into a

broaderframework insofar as all attribute-based aspects of proficiency will be inter-..

dependent across languages This would not be the case for input-based aspedts of

proficiency. The model of ttribute-based jproficiency suggested by the present

findinga is shown in Figure

2\
Essentially,the model pr poses that U. and L2 interactional style

I

are interdependent as a result of the fact thai both are, to a significant extent,
\

manifestations of personality a tributes of the individual. Similarly, LI

and 12 cognitive/academic profic ency are interdependent as a result of the

fact ehat both are manifestations of the same underlying cognitive proficiency.

The major evidence for this conceptualization of L2 proficiency in the

present stiiidy/comes from the diffe ential patterns of prediction for the three

English dependent variables. Attri utesof the learner accounted for cnsiderably



tnteractional Style Cognitive/Academic Proficiency

Personality Cognition

Figure 2.: Model of Attribute-Based
Interdependent Language Proficiency
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\

More variation on EFAC2 and EFAC3 than on EFAC1, whereas exposure and behavior

related to L2 acquisition was more powerful in predicting EFAC1'than EFAC2 and

EFAC3.

The model.outlined in Figure 2 also allows for the possibility that acquistion

of 1.2 proficiency can affect (probably in subtle ways) manifestations and/or

developMent of Ll proficiency. This would be consistent with, for example, findings
I /

of greater metalinguistic awareness among bilingual children (see Cummins, 1981b

for a review).

Conclusion

I .

The present study has provided strong support for the interdependence hypothesis

and thus, indireCtly, for a central theoretical principle underlying bilingual educatio

In relation to the nature and assessment of language proficiency the malor

implications art that the construct of proficiency is not unitary and that

traditional distinctions and modes of assessment (e.g. listening, speaking, reading

and writing) may be less fundamental than distinctions related to the context

in Which the communicative activity takes place (i.e. context-embedded vs. context-

reduced) and the extent to which communicative performance is determined by

relatively stable attributes of the'individual.
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FOOTNOTES

1. In the remainer of this report the term "context-reduced" will be used

interchangeably with the term "cognitive/academic" to refer to language

proficiencies located in quadrant D of Figure 1.

2. In addition to academie reentry problems, returning children also face

problems in terms of conflicting sociocultural and sociolinguistic

expectations. For example, Koboyashi (1978) has reported that overseas
Children, especially those who have returned from North,America, are

often considered as too aggressive and self-assertive, although opeh_and

friendly. Sekiguchi (1979) has reported that the most persistent difficulty

for returning children to overcome in readapting to.the Japanese education

system relates to mastery of sociolinguistic aspects.of Japanese, e.g.

appropriateness, speech styles (male or female), registers, politeness,

sensitivity to nonverbal cues etc. It --i-snotsting that averseas
children experience this type of difficulty since mastery requires exposure

to the language for a considerable period of time in a wider community

than the home. 0

3. Me would likp to thank Professor Nguyen Dinh Hoa, Mr: Tran Turng Lyong,

Mk. Huyn Huu Tho and MS. Xuan Tran for their advice.on the construction

of the Vietnamese Antonyms test.

4. Subsequent'factor analyses with both orthogonal and oblique rotations

using the EFAP II program'resulted in basically the same three factors.

The correlations among the three, oblique factors were in the .5 - .7 range.
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APPENDIX 1

RESPONSES TO PARENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE

(JAPANESE STUDY)

A. CHILD ATTRIBUTES

1. SEX male
female

55%
45%

2. AGE (as of June, 1981) months 116.1 (SD: 19.1)

3. GRADE IN CANADIAN SCHOOL (as of June, 1981) grade 1 5%
gradel 27%

grade 3 18%
grade 4 2%
grade 5 38%
grade 6 11%

4. LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN ENGLISH-SPEAKING
COUNTRY (after age 3 years)

5. AGE ON ARRIVAL IN ENGLISH-SPEAKING COUNTRY

6. CHILD'S PERSONALITY

months 35.7 (SD: 22.0)

monthd 79.5 (SD: 28.1)

very shy 4%

somewhat shy 36%
about average 38%
somewhat outgoing 14%
very outgoing. 5%

B. SCHOOL EXPERIENCE ON ARRIVAL

7. DID CHILD HAVE PROBLEMS IN ADJUSTING
TO CANADIAN SCHOOL yes

no

16%

84%

8. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE CHILD TO MAK ,

CANADIAN FRIENDS within 1 month 42%

1-3 monihs 23%
4-6 months 28%

>6 months 8%'

9. HOW LONG DID IT TAKE CHILD TO FOLLOW
ENGLISH INSTRUCTIONS IN CANADIAN SCHOOL 1-6 months 41%

7-12 months 33%

>12 months 25%

10. DID CHILD RECEIVE ESL ASSISTANCE

- 66 -

no 32%

yes, all day class 2%

yes, withdrawal 55%
yes, other 11%

7 7



C. PRESENT SCHOOL EXPEitIENCE AND ATTITUDE

11. CHILD'S MATH ACHIEVEMENT IN CANADIAN SCHOOL very well 80%

well 9%

adequately 11%
needs effort
slow due to language

12. CHILD'S.READING ACHIEVEMENT IN CANADIAN,SCHOOL very well 30%
well 13%
adequately 12%
needs effort. 16%

slow due to language 9%

13. CHILD'S OPINION OF ENGLISH AND JAPANESE
SCHOOLS

D. PARENT-RELATED LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR

14. WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY PARENTS TO CHILD

likes J > E 18%
< E 41t

likes both 30%

neutral to both 9%,

'dislikes both 1%

all Japanese
mostly Japanese
about equal
mostly'English
all English

80%

20%

15. WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY CHILD TO PARENTS all Japanese 46%

mostly Japanese 45%

about equal 5%

mostly Engliih 2%

all English 2%

16. PARENT REACTION TO CHILD'S ENGLISH

E. CHILD LANGUAGE USE AND PREFERENCE

17. WHICH IANGVAGE DOES THE CHILD PREFER

18. DOES CHILD MAKE ERRORS IN'SPOKEN JAPANESE

67 -

answer in English 6%

answer in Japanese P 53%

request.use Japanese 42%

English 27%

Japanese 50%

,aboth 23%

yes. 55%

nor.° 34%

don't notice 117.



19. WHAT LANGUAGE1IS SPOKEN BY CHILD TO SIBLINGS

26. WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY (MID TO
CANADIAN FRIENDS

a

21. WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY CHILD TO
JAPANESE FRIENDS

HOW_OFTEN DOES CHILD PLAY WITH JAPANESE
AND-CANADIAN FRIENDS

F. ADDITIONAL EXPOSURE TO JAPANESE AND ENGLISH

23. VISITS TO JAPAN SINCE COMING TO CANADA

24. ADDITIONAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP CHILD'S
JAPANESE ACADEMIC SKILLS

-; 68 -

allJapanese 20%

mostly Japanese 43%_.

about equal 14%
mostly English ,14%
all English 7%

all Japanese
mostly Japanese 2%

about equal
mostly gnglish 9%

all English , 84%.

all Japanese 32%

mostly JapaneSe 34%
about equal 14%
mostly English 20%

-all English

J much more often 14%-
J somewhat more often 29%
J & C equally 27%
C somewhat more often 23%

C much more often 5%

none 70%
__one 23%

more than one 7%

(a) correspondence courses 527.

(b) parent's (usually
mother's) help 48%

(C) use of audio and video
tapes 46%

(d) buy Japanese books,
magazineS'etc. 32%

(e) Japanese academic
workshops ("training'
papers") 22%

(f) hire private tutoi 11%
(g) send child to JaPan

for tuiner 9%

(h) nothing in particular 5%



25. ADDITIONAL EFFORTS TO DEVELOP CHILD'S
ENGLISH SKILLS

HOW MANY DAYS PER WEEK DOES CHILD'
STUDY JAPANESE

27. HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK DOES CHILD.STUDY
JAPANESE

\

28. HOW OFTEN DOES CHILD STUDY REGULAR
S0HOOL WORK AT HOME

29, HOW MUCH TV DOES THE.CHILD WATCH. PER DAY

30. HOW MANY JAPANESE BOOKS DOES THE CHILD READ
PER MONTH (excluding textbookS)

31. HOW MANY ENGLISH BOOKS DOES CHILD READ PER
MONTH (excluding textbooks)

- 69 -

(a) send to summer camps,.
ESL summer school etc, 55%,

(b) send to socialactivities
such as sports classes 34%'

. (c) prdvide books, maga-
zines etc. 27%

(d) hire private tutor 20%

(s) parent's help 14%
(a use TV.programs,

tapes etc. 11%
.(g) nothing ih particular 25%

everyday 29%

6-5 days 32%

4-3 days 34%

2-1 days 5%

1-2 hours 7%

3-4 hours 23%

5-6 hours 29t

7-8 JInurs 14%
9-10 hours 13%

>10 hours 14%

never 27%

occasionally 38%

sometimes 30%

a lot 5%

41 hour per day.. 59%
>1 hour perday 41%

none
1-2
3-4

5-6

7-9

none
1-2
3-4

35



32. WHICH BOOKS DOES CHILD PREFER TO READ

G. PARENT BACKGROUND

33. FATHER'S AGE

34. MOTHER'S AGE

FATHER'S OCCUPATION

36. MOTHER'S OCCUPATION

37. FATHER'S EDUCATION (highest evel)

38. MOTHER'S EDUCATION

.39. FATHER's ENGLISH DIFFICULTY

40. MOTHER'S ENGLISH DIFFICULTY

81:

70 -7.

Japanese '52%

English 29%

both 20%

20's
30's 42%
40's 53%

50's 3%

20's. .2%

30's :
80%

40's
50's .2%.

trading .cOmpany 27%
manufacture 42%

.bank

.journalism 3%

government 7%
university 5%
self7emnloyed 2%
other 5%

--housewife
other.. 7%

compulsory education
highechnol. 5%
junior college

graduate degree 83%
university
graduate degree 10%

.compulsory education -2%

high school 17%

junior college 56%

undergraduate degree 20%

graduate degree 3%

no difficulty 54%

sometimes 34% \

often 10%
,

no difficulty 17%
\

sometimes 20%

often 61%



41: PARENT ASPIRATIONS FOR CHILD'S-FURTHER.
EDUCATION

42. DESIRED LOCATION OF JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL EDUCATION

43. DESIRED LOCATION 07 HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

44. DESIRED.LOCATION OF 0NIVERSITY EDUCATION

45. WHO MAKES DECISIONS REGARDING CHILD'S
EDUCATION

junior college 5%
university 81%

graduate school. 5%

other 7%

Japan 69%
oyersees 0 3%

either 27%

Japan 81%
overseas 5%
either 14%

Japan 51%
overseas N\ 10%
either 'An

father 22%
mother
both 78%

46. HOW MUCH DID THE MOVE TO CANADA AFFECT
THE FAMILY'S WAY OF LIFE very much 34%

(Followed by open-ended questions about somewhat 51%

ways in which move changed way of life, not at all 15%

child-rearing practicesdesire to stay
in Canada, Canadian schools, and advice
for Japanese families coming to Canada
(see Appendix-6)-.



APPENDIX 2

ANTONYMS, SENTENCE REPETITION,

AND PREPOSITIONAL USAGE TESTS

(JAPANESE STUDY)



AntonyMs Test (Adapted from the LAU Cohen, 1980) )

1. HOT
Correct: cold, chilly, freezing, snowy

2. HAPiT
Correct: sad, mad, unhappy, crying, fro , depressed

NIGHT
Correct: day, light, bright, daylight, wh te, clear, sunny, sunshine, morning. -

4. OLD
Correct: new,,yOung, baby, child;

NOISY
Correct: soft, low, quiet, calm \

\

\

6. CLEAN
Correct: dirty, filthy, dusty', Messy

7. SMART
Correct: dumb, idiot,=slow, bad

8. HEALTHY
Correct: sick, ill, frail, weak

9. ASLEEP
Correct: wake, moving, alive, doing

10. LOVE
Correct: ilate, dislike, war, fight

11. BEGIN
Correct: finish, end, complete, stop

12. SWEET
Correct: sour, bitter, tasteless, nasty, bad, cru4, mean, salt

13. SMOOTH
Correct: sharp, rough, tremble

14. TOGETHER
Correct: alone, solo, apart, separate, away

15. TAKE
Correct: give, pat, donate, contribute, return,

16. TRUTH
Correct: lie, cheat, story, fib

17. PUSH
Correct: pull, tug, carry

18. SHRINK
Correct: grow, swell, enlarge, stretch, mature

19. SELFISH
Correct: sharing, generous, benevolent, giving

20. POLITE
,Corrett: rude, discourteous, disrespectful, mean, in\considerate, thoughtless,

unkind, brash. (If 'impolite' or 'selfish'I are given, ask for

another word.)



Sentence Repetition Test (Adapted from the LAU (Cohen, 1980) )

, Tall tree.

2. °Big girl.

3. Pink'cheek.

4. Red book.

5. The tree is green.

6. The pen is blue.
4

7. The boy went to school.

8. The teacher has five books.

9. Mother cleans the big kitchen floor.

10. Trucks can go to different places every day.

11. The teacher uses chalk to write on the board.

12. My friends like to go swimming at the big beach.

13. I like tu fly a big kite on a very windy day.

14. I can use a crayon to draw a picture on white paper.

15. In the afternoon, there are many children playing in the schoolyard.

16. My pencilsIkeep falling through the hole in my old school bag.

17. The sun was so bright that I thought I saw diamonds dancing on the

sparkling water.

18. We calm see so many stars on a clear night that the sky looks like a

Christmas tree.
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_PREPOSITIONAL USAGE TEST

(FROM WRIGHT AND RAMSEY, 1970)

Name

Age

Fi1-1 In the Blanks Test

In this test, you will be shown sentences in which a word is
missing. There are four choices for each sentence.. You must
pick out the word which is right for each sentence and then .

write it in the blank space. Look at the example below.

I. It's time bed. A. for

B. after

C. dut

D. along



I. I don't agree you..

2. Take the book the torn pages.

3. He is board a ship.

4. She talks a lot nonsense.

5.

6. He led her

second thought, I stayed home.

her arm.

7. He went 4, no hat on.

8: In the morning, birds are up six.

9. He is the Member Parliament.

10. I was down a fever.

H. Switch the lights,

12. He 4s free pain.

STOP

WAIT FOR DIRECTIONS

A. on

B. by

C. with

D, of- .



APPENDIX 3

ENGLISH INTERVIEW TASKS AND SCORING PROCEDURES

(JAPANESE STUDY)
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ENGLISH INTERVIEW TASKS AND SCORING PROCEDURES (JAPANESE STUDY)

The interviews were all carried out by the same interviewer

(Daina Green) in the homes of the subjects. In some cases, non-participating

siblings were_present, and in a. few .cases the subject's mother remained in

the room. All interviews were tape recorded, using a lapel mike fastened

to-the-chile-a-clothing- The-in-terv-iew-conais-ted-of four-parts designed

make different interactional and linguistic demands on thk: child.

A. The interview began with a free-form conversation initiated by

the interviewer. Where topics were not forthcoming from the child, the -
interviewer inquired about his or her length of residence in Canada, impression

of Japan, school attended, preferred activities. The conversation lasted up

to ten minutes.
r,

B. Two toy telephones were produced. The interviewer first/instructed

the child to "pretend it's a real call and I'm calling your house." Then

the interviewer dialed and asked to speak with the father, who W4S in fact,

not at home. The child, was asked to take a message. The seCond call made

by the interviewer was a "wrong number". The third task required the child

to place a call to a movie theatre and ask three questions which were

explained in advance: what time the movie started, the price of the tickets,

and the location of the theatre. When children forgot One of the questions

they were prompted, since language rather than memory was the focus of the

procedure.

C. Six pictures representing a family outing.were given to the child
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in random order. The interviewer asked the child to "put the cards.in the

right order, and tell the story". The interviewer only interrupted the

child's narrative if the child skipped a picture or if, in the first two

pictures, the child's description was Judged to be too general. In either

of these cases, the interviewer intervened by calling the child's attention

to specific parts of the picture which the child had failed to mention. Again,

the point of asking the child to put the pictures in the right order was not

to test cognitive functions but to ensure tilat the child studied the pictures

closely prior to describing the story.

D. The stimulus for the final iaterview.task was a cartoon picture of

two children on a raft. The picture proved very appealing to the children and

also gave rise to explanatiOns of certain features that either have no

easy names in English, ot which require specialized vocabulary (i.e., a fish-

catching machine, a telescope, rowing, crab, raft, an oil barrel). 'The children

were asked, "What are these kids doing? Tell me what's going on."

Following these four tasks, the antonyms and sentence,tepetition

measures were administered to the child.

Scoring Procedures (See Appendix 4 for actual scales)

Specific procedures for scoring the interviews were drawn up after

the interviews had all been completed_. The different tasks were scored

separately, in the seqUence prsented. Rathet than using overall 5-point

rating schemes for grammar, pronunciation etc. which would be applied

indiscriminately to the different Parts of the interview, we attempted to :

select the interactional requirements of the different parts in the sooting

procedUres. In doing this we were guided by the Cahale & Swain .(1980)

model of communicative competenceand sPecifically attempted to assess
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sociolinguistic and strategic.competence where appropriate.

The specific rationales and procedures for scoring the 16 scales

are described below and the actual scales are also presented. These pro-

cedures were drawn up after listening to approximately 25% of the interviews

in order to determine the specific interactional requirements of the different

tasks and the extent to which these could be assessed from the tapes.

Obviously, the interviewer's 'experience in administering the interviews

was also used in determining-rating scales. After the initial development

of these scales they were tried out and refined by the investigators.

A. In scoring the various aspects of the infotmal conversation, both the

speech of the interviewer and child were taken into account.

1. The student's mastery of the phonemes of English in running speech

was rated. Although prosodic.features (e.g. intonation and stress) were not

specifically rated,we would expect development of these features to match

phonological approximation.

2. The interviewer's intuition about the child's receptive ability

(comprehension) is reflected in the rate of speech and level of structural

complexity she uses with the child. This is valuable information in scoring

from tape, since the interviewer may respond to visual and other non-verbal

cues which cannot be detected on the tape.

3. The child's comprehension can be inferred from his or her response

to the interviewer's comments and questions. On this measure, the ;hild's
4

lexical and syntactic confusions may give rise to inapprOpriate responses.

Even natively English-speaking children may occasionally misunderstand an

unfamiliar or too-rapid question, but such a misunderstanding is usually

cleared up in the following exchanges. The child who fails to observe ,



incongruities, or who cannot make use of the normal redundancies of conver-

sation to clear, up misunderstandings may be evidencing problems in comprehension.

4. This scale relates to the.amount of information the child conveys. It is

a combination of total quantity of output and also the .qUality and accuracy

of the vocabulary used. Use of detail is scored, as well as use of pre-

cise vocabulary instead of general. terms.

5. A common problem f,cr Japanese speakers learning English is the

appropriate use of verbal inflections and plural markers. /be frequency of,

deviation is rated on this scale.

6.. Article uie was likewise a'frequent problem for the.experimental

sample. Omissions' f-articles and uses of superfluous articles were calculated.

7. In this measure of mastery bf syntactic structures ,both the level of

sophistication attempted and the failures in syntactic use were evaluated

together. That is, in the case of two children who made the saMe number of

errors in the conversation, one child may have made all errors in "difficult"

or more advanced (in terms of developmental order of acquisition) Structures,

.
and the other's. errors may be found7imEtberuse-ofelementary-Ayntax. The

child with errors in the most basic.structures msy or may not attempt more .

- complex structures. Thus, willingness to take risks and actual suCcess are

both measured on this scale. The definition of complexity has been made

intuitively in these ratings, referring broadly to use of relative

clauses, compound subjects and predicates, and differentiated use of verb
\

tenses and modals.

8. The final rating for the informal conversation dealt with the interviewer's

perception of the child's feeling of ease in the interview situation. It



should be noted that it is,culturally appropriite for a Japanese child to

act in a reserved and quiet manner with adults. The rating (0) Extremely

reserved and shy is the category corresponding to children who are judged

'to be more Aloof or "shy" than Culture demands.

3.9. 'The third telephone task required the child to ask three questions about

a movie. showing. The syntactic formation of these questions was rated in

terms of number of structural errors in the three questions.

\
10. This scale refers.to use of appropriate greeting, leavetaking, and

identification in the context of telephone conversations. It is not

appropriate, for example, to answer the phone with the phrase, "Who is it?",

although this is an acceptable response to a knock on the door.

C. Response to the 6-picture Stimulus cards was relatively predictable.

Certain structures were elicited almost unfailingly, and certain tense use

was favoured. Thi's stability made_syntaotic-aberrations easier to judge.

U. This scale is slightly less complex than the one used for the

informal conversation in accordance with the more restricted syntactic demands

of the task:

12. The student's success in making the description of six pictures into

a cohesive story is measured here in terms of two cOMmon devices: use of

anaphoric pronouns to describe the characters named in the first frame, and

the use of logical and structural connectors such as first, and then, after

lun.dh,when they got back home, etc. Some childrey attempted to use pronouns

but used tiles inconsistently and without properintecedents, others used a

few connectors while describing other frames in isolation.



13. The task allowed Yor some projection on zhe part of the' subject.

Some students elaborated at great length, others tended to overgeneralize.

For example, one student said that in frame 5 "everybody playing" while

another said, "Mts. Smith is tidying up while the father-is watching Ronald

do handstands." In this measure, both vocabulary use and imagination come

into play.

D. The final task was more evocative in terms of children's projections,

given that the situation presented is unusual-and could be explained in

several equally logical ways.

14. The task required mostly present tense explanations, andirelative y

short simple sentences. The syntactic scale used here was the same one used in

(11) above.'

15. As noted,the unusual vocabulary often required children to explain

and paraphrase the actions and objects represented in the-draying. The

degree-of accuracy achieved by the child through paraphrase is measured.

16. The scale used to evaluate communication of detail in the 6-picture

task (13) was alio used here;

-
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ENGLISH INTERVIEW SCORING (JAPANESE STUDY)

A. INFORMAL CONVERSATION

1. Pronunciation (
(0) hard to.understand
(1) not native-like, but intelligible
(2) like native, except for 3 - 5 phonemes
(3) like native, except for 1 - 2 phonemes
(4) like native

2. Appropriate response .to interviewer's questions and statements:

IntervieWer speech
(0) tendency to paraphrase
(1)- slower and-simplified
(2) at normal rate_and of normal complexity

3. Production of appropriate responses
.(0) many responses semantically inapftopriate

(1) a few responses inappropriate
(2) all responses- semantically appropriate (with normal'feedback)

4. Richness of information communicated (vocabulary and information)

(0) _many answers,incomplete, monosyllabic, or unelaborated

(1)- answers adequately, with-Sote detail
(2) answers elaborately, with detail and specific vocabulary

5. Inflec s of verb's and nouns

(0) many errors
' (1) occasional errors
(2) no errors

Article us?
(0) many articles omitted or used superfluou4y

'(1) a few omitted or superfluous articles

(2) no errors in article use

7. Syntactic structure sophistication

(0) gaiLexally-ttarstandard use'of'simple syntax, few elaborate structures

. attempted
(1) few complex structures, many errors in simple syntax--

(2) Uses.few domplex structures,-few errors in simple syntax

(3) uses some complex structures (and modals), makes few errors

In simple syntax
(4) native like use of syntactic structures

8. Ease
(0) extremely reserved or shy.

(1) reserved but cooperative

(2) clearly it ease
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B. TELEPHONE TASK

a. Question, formation
(0) mori than 2 errors
(1) one or two errors
(2) all questions well-formed

10. Use of sociolinguistically appropriate forms

(0) many inappropriate forms
(1) some inappropriate forms
(2) all forms used appropriate

C. PICTURE SEQUENCE NARRATION

11. Syntactic structures
(0) simple syntax, many errors

(1) few complex structures,few errors in simple sYntax

(2) some complex structures, few errors in simple sytax.

(3) native like use of syntactic strtictures

12. Use of connectors and anaphor lor cohesion

(0) no;connectors or anaphoric use

(1) some attempt at cohesion
(2) uses connector and anaphor: a story

Richness of detail (vocabulary and imagination)

(0) little detail
(1) some detail
(2) much detail

D. PICTURE EXPLANATION

14. Syntactic structures
(0) simple syntax, many errors

(1) few complex structures, few errors in simple syntax

(2) some complex structures, few errors in simple syntax

(3) native-like use of syntactic structures

15. Strategy
(0) gives up t:nen can't explain

(1) approximative 'circumlocutions, gets basic point across, compromises

(2). explains adequately where lacking specific vocabulary, or asks

(3) all vocabulary adequate

16. Richness of detail

(0) little detail
(1) some detail

t2) much detail



JAPANESE INTERVIEW SCORING.

A. FREE CONVERSATION

1.. Pronunciation and intonation

(0)-Strong English accent and intonation .

(1) like native except for 3-5 non=standard sounds
(2) like native except for 1 or 2 non-standard sounds
(3) sounds likt a Japanese child in Japan

2. Modifications of interviewer's speech

(0). interviewer repeats
(1) interviewer paraphrases
(2) interviewer speaks at normal rate using normally complex language

3. Richness of information communicated (vocabulary and information)

(0) many answers incomplete, monosyllabic or unelaborated
(1) answers adequately, with some detail
(2) answers elaborately, with detail and specific vocabulary

4. Use of English on the lexical and syntactic levels

(0) on many occasions., uses a combination of English and Japanese

(1) a few occurrences of combining English with Japanese

(2) no use of English in Speaking Japanese

5. Fluency

(0) extremely laboured
(1) some lack of fluency
(2) native-like fluency

6. Nqn7response

(0) more than three non-responses (silence) or "don't know" or irrelevant

responses
(1) one to three non-respontes or "don't know"

(2) responded to all questions



7. Level of syntactic sophistication

(0) fragmentary, wordlevel responses
(1) less sophisticated syntactic structures
(2) sophisticated structures

8. Ease

(0) extremely reserved or uncooperative
(1) reserved but cooperative
(2) clearly at ease

B. TELEPHONE TASKS

9. Ability to follow directions .

(0) gives up, does not attempt task
(1) carries out part of the task
(2) asks for clarification or help, then carries out the task

(3) carries out the entire task appropriately

10. Use of sociolinguistically appropriate forms

(0) .no use of sociolinguistically appropriate forms

(1), some attempts to produce appropriate forms
(2) considerable awareness and some appropriate use of sociolinguistically

appropriate forms

C. PICTURE SEQUENCE NARRATION

11. Richness of detail

(0) little detail
(1) some detail
(2) much detail
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ENGLISH INTERVIEW SCORING (VIETNAMESE SUBJECTS)

. INFORMATION

1. Name
2. Date of interview
3. Sex 14.1
4. When arrived in Canada
5. Last grade completed in Vietnam
6. Country of refugee camp
7. Time spent in camp
8. Study English in camp yes .

commks

FREE CONVERSATION

1. Pronunciation

(0) very hard to understand
(1) leaves off many final consonants and

distorts vowels, but generally intelligible
(2) very intelligible, still errors
(3) occasional errors only
(4) nativelike

2. Production of appropriate responses

-(0) many responses semaritically inappropriate
(1) a few responses inappropriate
(2) all responses semantically appropriate (with normal feedback)

3. Richness of information communicated (vocabulary and information)

(0) many answers incomplete, monosyllabic, or unelaborated
(1) answers adequately, with some detail
(2) answers elaborately, with detail and specific vocabulary



11. Syntactic accuracy

(0) generally nonstandard use
(1) many errors
(2) a few errors '

(3) nativelike syntactic accuracy

.12. Use of cOnnectors and anaphor for cohesion

(0) no 6onnectors or anaphoric use-
,

(1) some attempt at cohesion
(2) uses connector and anaphOr: a story

13. Richness of detail (vocabulary and imagination)

(0) little detail
(1) some detail
(2) much detail

14. Strategy (communication)

(0) gives up when can't explain
(1) approximative circumlocutions, gets basic point across, compromises
(2) , explains adequately where lacking specific vocabulary, or asks
(3) all vocabulary adequate

15. Strategy (receptive)

(0) doesn't ask for clarification, problems result
(1) shows lack of comprehension, gets some clarification
(2) iequests clarification directly, comprehension problems nvercome
(9) no need for receptive strategies



APPENDIX 5

ANTONYMS AND CLOZE TESTS

(VIETNAMESE STUDY)
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. Vu i

VIETNAMESE ANTONYMS

21 . 24ic

2 .
22 L4ng Addt

3 . Tr;
23 . Can

4 66 io
24 . Chilh t ranh

5. Oay
25 . VG 1e

6. Man h m;
26 . Ph hay

7 . G i'ang n hau
27 . Khi im n hang

8 . Cho
28 . Nguy hig

9 . Thua
29. Vinh vigl

10.
A

To i
30 .

N
Tu cho i

11 . ep
31 . Md he

A

12 . Dry
32 . ThInh ciing

13 . Chua
33. To i da

14 . .CA i
34 . Hdn dOn

15. Ba dau
35 . Dan ke t

16. Nglid i 1 (in
36 . Ciil t Ian

17 . Chung
37 . Da c ic

18 . Igng
38 . Phi& tap

19. Chlt
39 . Khan 1111M

20. Khan
40 . I'd do



ENGLISH ANTONYMS

1.

2.

3.

Hot

Young

.Clean

Oh

IP . OOOOO

21.

22.

23.

Pretty

Thick

Sour

4. Noisy
24. Laugh

5. Rich
25. Begin

6. Late
26. Adult

7. Near
27. Together

8. 'Happy
26. Heavy

9. Push
29. Tight

10. Remember .
30. Clever

11. Soft OOOOOO 31. Expensive

12. Full
32. Smooth

13. Love
33, Deep

14. Strong
34. War

15. Night
35. Rude

16. Same
36. Destroy

17. Give
37. Modest

18. Difficult
38. Dangerous

19; Win OOOOOO
39. Permanent

20. Dark
40. Refuse
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Tali Sao Lang Cop CO Vn ?

A A .

Ngiy xtla cci mOt anh nOng damdang cly ruong vI, oi con trau ngoai
,

A A .1. A 4 A &

dong. Tr? anh dong anh tt gan nui nen co mot con cop xuat hien va
, -

A8 Ie
tien 14i gan anh va hoi afth:

- Anh va con trIu, ai manh

- Con trlu manh hOn.

- Sao con mahhdn anh lai phuc
.

- vt t8i c4 tri thang

- Tr/ thang-minh cua anh diu? tei xem nio?

- Tai al

Anh vertha lly dem ra tai xem.

Anh nang-din suy giiy lit 241 n6i:

- Niu tai nha anh gn'talt triu tOi ?

,

- Khang diu. TO/ kh\ong in triu diu vl tai muA on

xem trl minh ctia anh.

- Vy thi de 110
cat anh vao ci ciy ding

trddc aV ral tdi mi ai nha.

tung

Con cop bing ldng. Anh din lien butic con cop va, o

ciy ggh 136. Anh ta qu'in vong cho chIc chin.

Seu do ta ai vao trong an nhi do. Lit sau anh

t

ta trd tay clem que dti cc': ltia nOi vSi con cop ring:

\

%
- Tr/ thang-minh cua toi diy.

% 7. A%

Noi vda xong thi anh ncing.din chim Ida adt con cop. NO CO vting vay de

thdat thin. No giin bit st!tc. 'Den khi ad/ gay chi), het nb mSi chay thdat

ddac. L'Ong con cop a (34 c6 vin li do sai giiy thZing bi chiy deldiu Aai.
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KHOA7HOC PHONC THEO TAO-V1T

A
Co khi nao ban cam thay mot con ddi bay vut ngang mat bap trong aem toi,

0

ch cich ban trong dadng td ke tOC; hay they m'Clt con CO.c nhanh nhd chdp ,t14

4
lddi ra E p mot con moi bay qua? ,ChrE ban sV tq'htillm-the nao con dal. khka.--S A I%

phl iic cic v4t chung'quanh n trong rem eti, mit caa cdn.cc adac clU-tao
.

the nib- mi c6 thtbtheo dli con micti di4Ong nhanh nhd vly?.

t 30

Ngay nay cac khoa-hoc-gia . thay rang thrtad3c gii a Cap

O , p
nhdng clu hai tren cO the Un'tac phlt-minh quan-trong.

'nghian-cuu .cac sinh-vat g. muft flan nhd ho -pha

0

ra a con ddi xl- Sm-thanh, chd khdng phli thi- e tim ra adcling

bay cua

chit

. ccf.) thebay xuygn qua phaing toi co giang chilg
,

\ %

ay dln clang am ma khtIng sai nlo. Khi bay ddi phSt

J6
2m-thanh cO cAng-aB cao aoi tai con ngd3i khang nghe

NWIIng 2m-thanh nay lai cSc sdi ay an va cSc khSC trong

phOng. 'Nhc3 tiing 112 con 4ai c6 dedinh

Au
the chung

minh

1 A
vi-tri cac vat-

"BO m4y" cil.a con dal eS cac khaa-hoc-gia phlt

v
ra-da. No cung cOn gidp -minh my se-na, mOt lopi

dung de ai
t

A
nh vi-tri cua ngam va cac vat khdc nadc. Nhdhg.

.

ra-da nhan-tao khtmg chac tinh-vi binI A
may so7na vi

may con ddi!

/ A 4 , 1.

Cac khoa-hoc-gia cung con chu-tam den kha-nang khdu-giac cua Z9ng-4t.

149 aa che-tao mSy cO

khOng-gian. Clc loa

bit du hti thti hay

"mn." r ittthfnh "ngai" adSc c4c mai chi ph:ng-ptiit trong

i ray nhd the gidp chting ta biit ngay m6i khi thqc-ph21

trOng-hcip cO hdi 3§c trong khang-khf.Cj loai mSy*nly

yr
cung giup cac bac-si kham-phl ra ad.dc binh tring.

.
Nha nghien-cdu va phong

/A .
tiep-tuc phat-minh addc nhieu

theo cc b nifty tao-hda cgc khoa-hoc-gia

ay meC kY-dieu.
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..APPENDIX 6

4./

EFFECTS Or OVERSEAS EXPERIENCE!!

ON-JAPANESE FAM/LY,ENVIRONMENT

(FROM RESPONSES 20 OPEN-ENDED

QUESTIONS IN PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE)
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Effects of Overseas Experience on Japanese Family Environment

A large majority (85%) of parents reported some changes in family life

to which they had to adjust upon moving to Canada. These changes can be

grouped under the following five headings:

. (a) change in general life style

. (b). social interactions

(c) parental roles vis-a-vis child' .education

(d) home language

(e) discipline

Change in General Li Style

(i) most of the families enjoy additional income because of their new

posting and new responsibility in a foreign couniry. They can thus afford to
-

live in.a house or a luxurious high-rise apartment. This contrasts with the

very bad housing situation in Japan where houses and apartments are very much

smaller.

(ii) Mothers, in spite of the language barrier, find Canadian life more

enjoyable for several reasons:

(a) practical conveniences in daily life, e.g. shopping, electric.

appliances, space, modern houses, etc.

(b) freedom to develop their own interests and more opportunities to do

so (e:g. attending clisses at YWCA or community colleges). This type

of freedom land opportunities are given to house-wives in Japan to a

much lesser extent. They are expected to stay home and look atter

the children.

(c) They feel less.pressure from the community and the neighbourhood.

Since child rearing and the success of their children in sehool-related

activities are solely the responsiblity of mothers in Japan, they are

under more pressure in trying to meet the expectations of their

husbands, relatives and the neighbours.

-(d) They have opportunities to go out with their husbands f.ot social

gatherings. In Japan, men do not accompany their wives on these

occasions. Many mothers enjoy these opportunities but Some do not;

they complain that they have less time for children.



(iii) Fathers, on the other hand, have ambivalent feelings about

living in Canada:

(a) They are under pressure because of the heavier responsibility in a

foreign office:: They must operate in a foreign environment with

less linguistic and cultural knowledge.

Coming from an extremely hierarchical and achievement-oriented

society,.they, feel uneasy about being posted overseas in a country

which is not necessarily in the mainstream.

(c) They enjoy shorter working hours anci\more time to spend with their

family. In Japan most white collar workers leave early in the morning

and come home close to midnight. /t is common to spend about three

hours commuting and also to spend some time after the office is closed

for informal get-togethers, where most of the important business

negotiations are made. Greater contact with their children is facil-

itated in Canada by the fact .that, as a result of less demanding school

work, children have more time for extracurricular activities.

Because of'these aMbivalent feelings, more fathers than mothers

in Our- salple wanted to return to Japan.. (These data for the most

part represent the mother's teporting-of the father's wishes.) Of those

who expressed a preference, 64% of mothers wanted to ntay in Canada

compared to 17% who wanted to'return to Japan. Fifty per cent of

fathers wanted to remain, while 31kwanted to return.

Social Interactiams_

Interactions among family members have increased greatly in quantity and

also in quality. It is still commonly practicein Tapan -that- grandparents

live with the first son's family, but when the family move to a foreign

country, they come as a nuclear family. This improves the relationships

between wife and husband, and parents and children, especially father and

\children, which is a welcome change,to many families. However, from the

children's point Of view, when they come to Canada they leave behind grand-

parents, relatives, friends, sometimes older brothers and sisters who are

attending Universities in Japan, neighbours, pets, in short,all that they

love.
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Although the move to Canada has meant more family activities (e.g.

trips, sports, parties, etc.) for most -families, some families (four

respondents) reported that there is now less opportunity for family inter-

action because of the father's business trips and demanding work as well

as the mother's special duties.

The JapaneseTsptaking adults whom children have the opportunity to meet

in Canada tend to be homogeneous in terms of work, SES, age, e uca ona

background, and family composition. Children have less chance to meet a

greater variety of people, sick or old, poor or rich. Children also have

little opportunity to interact with older teenagers or young adults since

these do not normally accompany, the family in its move abroad.

Parental Roles Vis-a-Vis Child's Education

In Japan, because of tbe long working hours and short weekend (only

half-day on Saturdays and whole day on Sunday), the father's role in a.

-family is as an income source, and although fathers themselves think that.

they are, in control of family affairs, in reality, mothers deal with
, -

educational issues, choosing the right school for the child, making sure

she/he does well at school, attending,parents' meeting,"etc. Overseas

experience seems to radically change these traditional father-mother

roles.

Mainly because of insufficient English proficiency and lack of

experience in a foreign country on the part of the mother, fathers are.

_throssm_inia_a_situation-where-theesponsibschooling-o-f
their children, not only in principle but also in practice,.whether they

want it or not. Some fathers even attend the parent meetings wed help

their_children do their homework for the regular Canadian schOol.

However, the father's increased role in the child's schooling some-

times threatens the mother's status withih the familyvespecially when she

is less skilled in English and 'has a lower educational background.

-.Mothers illay have "less say in the child's school work, whiCh can

result in poor discipline and less parental control over the child's

language use and behavicr in the home.



Traditionally the father's status is higher than the mother's in

a Japanese family, a fact which is reflected in the parents' questionnaire

to some extent. Decisions on the child's schooling are made by Father

"(22%), or by both Father and Mother (78%) and none by Mother on4.

In Japan, the child exists to a certain extent as an extension of

the--mo-th-e--?-s-ego-.---When-the child does not do well at school, the mother

feels ashamed as if it were she that does not do well at school. The

child's success'is the mother's success. This type of involvement of the

mother in the child's school work still continues in coping with the

school work in the Japanese language school which is heavily dependent on

homework during the week.

By contrast to this involvement, parents do not.seem to be well-

informed of the school work at the local public schools. Many of them are

satisfied with local schools, but they complain that it is difficult to

know what is going on in the 'school because the child does not bring home

textbooks or a notebook or homework. The feedback from the teacher as to

to Child's progress in the school is also much less than what they get in

Japan. It is difficult for parents to get involved in the child's school

work in the Canadian schools. In fact the involvement which some parents

have had may have been counterproductive. At a "debriefing" meeting with

the Japanese parents involved in the study, several commented that Canadian

teachers had advised them to use as much English as possible with their

children. Some mo thers_repor ted using -English-with-their children-in- order

to encourage their children to acquire English even though they themselves

were not comfortable in English.

Home Languatm

As is clear from the data in Appendix 1, with increasing LOR children's

language use in the home goes from unilingual Japanese to bilingual to, in

some few cases, unilingual English. According to children's parents,the

language preference of younger daildren (grades 2/3) tends to be either

Japanese or English, but not both. For example, for the first two years of

stay, 86% of the grade 2 children preferred Japanese, but 106% of those with

LOR greater than three years preferred English. Among older children, on°



the other hand, language preference is not so clearly marked and more

of the children are reported to like both languages.

Discipline

-Traditionally Japanese parents art more permissive in the home,

compared with most English-speaking families in Canada, in terms of

sleeping hours, appearance in public places (children are often taken to

parties, restaurants, etc.), and what they are allowed to do in the home;

however, much stricter discipline is enforced in the school. One mother

mentioned that she felt stronger responsibility here because of the lack

of discipline in the school and also the lack of help from outside the

family, such as grandparents, relatives, and others,in reinforcing dis-

cipline. One mother commented that she is happy about the fact that she

can discipline her children as she likes without outside interference,

like grandparents, neighbours, relatives, etc. Some mothers fbund it

difficult to.give discipline because of the lessened authority of the

mother due to language handicaps. The following are some of the main

areas of concern:

Language. Many parents (14) commented on children's lack of facility in

using appropriate forms'in a given situation, such as greetings, proper

level of politeness, and especially the speech. used when talking to non-

family members (formal speech vs. informal speech).

MAnners. Several parents (7) pointed out that they are particularly strict

in correcting aspects of their children's manners which are tYpically

non-Japanese but accepted in Canadian schools, e.g. the way of sitting,

table manners, guest manners.

Values. Typically Japanese values Were reflected in the mothers' responses

inthe questionnaire. One mother said that she tried to point out the

.cultural differences to her children and instructed them not to absorb

Canadian culture without proper appreciation, or criticism. Although

many mothers enjoy the life here, they wish their children to have Japanese'

values and not to lose the strong points of the national character.
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Some of the parents' comments are as follows:

I want my child not to be a nuisance to others

I want my child to do what he is supposed to do

I want my dhild to be considerate_to nthers

- I want my child to be a person who does what he is supposed
to do before being told'by others to do SO

I want my child to be able to give proper judgement of the
good from the bad

I want my daughters to be girl-like girls

The majority of the parents are.now aware of the fact that cultural

values represent a potentially dangerous aria where conflict between

parent and children might arise because 'children are acquiring a new

set.of values in addition to a new language.



APPENDIX 7

LANGUAGE LEARNING ATTITUDES ANk

EXPERIENCES OF ONE JAPANESE FAMILY

(derived from the parent and student interviews)
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Interview with the Mother

Both parents hold master's degrees and lived in the United States

for four years before coming. to Canada. The mother worked as a simul-

taneous interpreter in the United States and attributes her sensitivity

to her children's language partially to this experience. N.
The older child (grade 5) was born in the United States and accordini

to the mother has considerable problems both in Japanese oral expression

and reading. Both children prefer English to Japanese but the parents'

language policy is to speak only Japanese at home. The older child spends

five hours a week studying Japanese at home and the younger child (grade3)

somewhat less.

According to.the mother both dhildren are outgoing but the older child

is more'nervous than the ydunger.dhild. The children watch about 30 minutes

of TV per day, the program being one which is considered suitable by the

mother.

The family's lifestyle changed considerably After moving to Canada.

The father had more time to spend with his family and the children were

reared somewhat differently from the Way they would have been in Japan.

In somexespects child-rearing practices were stricter, in other respects

more relaxed than would have been the case in Japan. The Mother tries to

keep the following considerations in mind in rearing the children:

(a) good etiquette (e.g. greetings or bowing)

(h) self-reliance (e.g. keeping room tidy)

(c) healthy life-style

(d) cultural sensitivity and critical thinking (e.g. the parents try to

make the children sensitive to existing prejudices of and towards

different cultural groups)

The mother wants to remain in Canada because of the relatively high

status accorded to women in Canada as compared to Japan and the fact that

she feels it is possible to pursue education of the whole person here.

The family returns to Japan about once every three years (for approximately

a month) courtesy of the company for which the father works.
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The good points she sees in Canadian schools are that there is no

excessive competition and, at least in the Younger child's private school,

importance is attached to developing the individual creativity of the

child. On the negative side, the curriculum is less systematic with

reypect to the development of basic skills and parents d teachers are

sometimes less involved in their dhildren's education than in Japan.

There is also less emphatis on appropriate consideration towards others

in the Canadian school.

The mother offered the following advice regarding education and

living in general to Ja anese families who come to_Canadal_____

"The educational standard of Canadian saCools'is quite high so

I-recommend helping the dhild to adapt to the.school as rapidly

as possible and encouraging him/her to get good marks. Further-

more, I suggest encouraging the child to take advantage of the

educational opportunities in Canada which are not available in

Japan (e.g. contact with different cultures and acquisition of

foreign languages."'

4

"With regard to general living, I recommend taking-advantage

of the chance to live outside of Japan by intensiVely absotping

other-cultures and attempting to form an international personal-

ity with flexible attitudes by looking at.both ourselves and

Japan from others' point of view."

Interviews with Children

Both children performed well on the English and Japanese academic

tasks. The older\child scored 60 (i.e. one SD above mean) on the Japanese

standardized measure and the younger child/54. It is clear that the

mother's perception of the older child's reading difficulties in Japanese

reflectsher high standards. On most of the English academic tasks

sibling differences in favor of the older child were slight and perform-

ance was high:



English Vocabulary

English Reading

Prepositions

Antonyms

Sentence Repetition

45

39

12

19

133

(G5) v.

v.

v.

v,

v.

40

38

08

17

135

(G3)

The older Child prefers English to Japanese and feels some diffi-

culty in speaking Japanese: "Sometimes I don't knOw how to express some-__
thing important to my mother even though I can say it in English." She

prefers to read English books because they are less difficult for her.

She wants to stay in Canada because she feels she can't speak Japanese

well enough and because she.has many friends in Canada.

The following exchange during the English interview clearly illus-

trates her preference in relation to country of residence:

Interviewer (I): Would you like to go back and see Japan again?

Child (C): (emphatically) Well, for 'a visit! (undertone) I never want

to go back.

I: Do you think, that your family will move back?

C: Well, my dad will have to eventually but my mom says she's trying to

put up a little resistance. (undertone) I don't want to go back.

The younger Child also prefers English to Japanese and experiences

similar difficulties in Japanese to those expressed by her sister: "Even

though I know how to express myself in English, I sometimes have difficulty

.in Japanese speaking and writing."- Herfavorite subjects at Canadian

school are Ma.th, Language and Science. She rarely watches TV at home

since her mother doesn't allow her to watch any adults' programs and only

soMeNgood children's programs.

She,likes to read Japanese books better than English because she has
N,

many of thSmNat home but only a.few English books. She wants to go back

---tO-Jtp-aif.t6-goNtO school in=spite of her awareness of its "bad" reputation

(hard study and cnmpetitiveness). One reason she raised was the difference



in field trips between Japan and Canada:

"I particularly want to go on an excursion.in the Japanese way.

In Canada we go only to places where my mother can take me by

bus, but rye heard that in Japan we can go to new places where

my mother can't take me by bus..."

Although snehad some trivial problems Of pronunciation, Japanese

speech seemed ciiiite fluent.
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